




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































The 2014 honored country of the Memphis in May International Festival may be
small in size, but it’s huge in significance. With a land area of less than 30,000 square
miles, the Republic of Panama is slightly smaller than the entire state of Tennessee,
and would actually fit between Memphis and Knoxville. However, Panama serves as
a unique and critical link between two massive continents, and two giant oceans. As
the southernmost Central American country, Panama connects North America to
South America, and its world famous and economically important canal provides a
transportation link between the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans.

However, every proud Panamanian will quickly clarify that Panama is more than just
a canal; more than just a lucrative shortcut. The country, which was used as a playground
by various global empires for half a millennium, has emerged as a thriving democracy
and growing tourist destination. Despite its small size, the Republic of Panama is a
giant for many reasons aside from its famous canal. It offers a rich history, excellent
health conditions, year-round warm weather, great roads, exhilarating outdoor sports
and activities, amazing flora and fauna, a strong and progressive economy, and vast
landscapes of natural beauty not yet overrun by hordes of tourists.

Panama’s beautiful geography boasts palm-fringed islands, beautiful coastlines, cloud-
forested highlands and volcanoes. A quarter of the country is government-protected
wilderness, much of which has never seen a road, often within miles of major
metropolitan cities. Vast tracts of rain forest, that carpet the isthmus, offer an even
greater bio-diversity than the Amazon. One can spend the morning hiking among
such species as kinkajous and capybaras with a menagerie of frogs underfoot and
birds overhead, while still making reservations in the city at a fancy French restaurant.

The capital of Panama City, the “crossroads of the world,” is Central America’s most
vibrant capital city with a booming economy. Within the last decade, over 200 new
high-rise buildings have dotted its skyline, looking across the ocean just as Balboa
might have done five hundred years ago. The city has thrived on trade as a cosmopolitan
melting point; a juxtaposition of colonial churches and laser-lit nightclubs, and its chic

eateries make it more reminiscent of Miami than Latin America.

And then there’s the canal. This 48-mile waterway, that was
carved across this pristine isthmus, provides one of history’s
most compelling tales of human sacrifice and triumph. Begun
over 130 years ago, first by the French before being completed
by the U.S., the Panama Canal has become a key conduit for
international maritime trade. Its current multi-million dollar
expansion program will continue to make it as much of an
engineering marvel for the 21st century as it was for the 20th.
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This Curriculum Guide is developed each year by the Memphis in May International Festival to
provide a comprehensive educational review of its annual honored country to students throughout
Shelby County and the greater Memphis area. It is provided to elementary, middle and high school

teachers as a teaching tool, offering practical activities and lesson plans to help students explore the country’s
history, culture, geography, politics and lifestyle. It also addresses critical SPI teaching standards as directed by the
Tennessee Department of Education. Memphis in May thanks those who have helped to make this guide a reality,
including the Shelby County School Commission and Administration.

Special Thanks
Very special thanks to the Embassy of the Republic of
Panama in Washington, DC, for their help with this
Curriculum Guide and the plans for the 2014 Memphis
in May International Festival. Thanks also to the
Panamanian Department of Tourism for the use of
photos throughout this guide. Thanks to David Stiffler,
Ethnix African Art & Tribal Artifacts, NYC for cover
photographs (ethnix.com)..
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The mission of the Memphis in May
International Festival includes a strong
commitment to student education. Since its
origin in 1977, the festival has developed
dozens of comprehensive Curriculum Guides
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activities and worksheets addressing many
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INCLUDES CORRESPONDING SPI’s  To assist teachers, activities throughout this guide
are labeled with appropriate State Performance Indicator numbers (SPI#), as developed by the
Tennessee Department of Education. Teachers are still encouraged to check their SPI guideline
documents to assure that each activity corresponds with their classroom curriculum lesson.

The Memphis in May International Festival, working hand-in-hand with Memphis City Schools and
The Commercial Appeal, is proud to present this Curriculum Guide and to make it available to all
Memphis public and private schools.

How to Use This Guide - This guide is divided into four grade units to offer teachers educational tools
for students. Each grade unit is designated by one of these icons, which represent various Panamanian mola
designs. Molas are bright fabric designs originally created by the Kuna tribe of Panama. Each sections offers
practical applications of important teaching standards, including Foreign Language, Math, Civics, History, Science,
Social Studies, Art, and others. Incorporated are various activities, worksheets, puzzles and research assignments
and resources.

Table of Contents

INTRODUCTORY PAGES  -  These pages include important information
about the 2014 Curriculum Guide and an overview of the festival’s honored country
of the Republic of Panama, with helpful information and activities for all grades.

KINDERGARTEN - 2ND GRADE UNIT  -  It’s a unit packed full of exciting
(and educational) Panamanian adventures which include pirates, Guaymi warriors,
Kuna people, and much more... even speckled Golden Frogs! Plenty of fun activities
will help introduce your students to Panama.

3RD - 5TH GRADE UNIT  -  Wildlife, foreign cultures, true Panama Canal
science, fictional Panama folktales... even a Devil Festival... await your students
throughout the pages of this learning unit. To keep the learning fun, we’ve even
included puzzle activities and a fun “true or false” quiz.

6TH - 8TH GRADE UNIT  -  Even though this country is smaller than Tennessee,
their international political influence has been important to the entire United States.
Your students will compare the two countries, their economies, populations and
their presidents... and have a little fun along the way.

9TH - 12TH GRADE UNIT  -  Panama is an educational laboratory of many
issues currently impacting the entire world. Its rain forests have a greater bio-diversity
than even the Amazon, offering environmental studies. Its canal continues to impact
world trade, leading other countries to consider competing canals.

INFORMATION PAGES  -  Important information about the 2014 Memphis in
May Education Program, including contests and opportunities for students,  details
of the festival’s salute to the Republic of Panama, book and website resources, and
answers to this guide’s puzzles and activities.
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Exploring Panama West to East
Officially named the Republic of Panama, this
southernmost Central American country consists of the
horizontal land bridge that connects North America to

South America. Because of its famous canal, which provides a
significant portion of the nation’s revenue, it also connects two of the
world’s largest oceans, the Atlantic and Pacific, making it a very critical
link to international maritime trade. Though its history has been marred
by early warring explorers, long periods void of independence, and
times of political strife, today Panama is a stable democratic nation,
economically strong and progressive, which offers one of the most
beautiful and diverse landscapes to an important and  steadily growing
tourism market.

Discussions regarding the name “Panama” are varied. Whereas many
countries are named after a ruler or monarch from a country whose
explorers first laid claim, Panama’s name carries several other possible
origins. Some believe it was named after a commonly found species
of tree. Others believe that the first Spanish settlers arrived in August,
when butterflies abound, and that the name means “many butterflies”
in an indigenous language. Some say it originated from the Kuna word
“bannaba” which means “distant” or “far away.”
The most popular theory about the country’s name
is that in 1515 Spanish explorer Captain Antonio
Tello de Guzmán landed in a small fishing village
with a nearby beach which bore the name of
“Panamá.”

Panama is divided into nine provinces, each with a
local governor. There are also five Comarcas, or
“shire” regions which are populated by a variety of
indigenous groups. Aside from being bordered by
the Caribbean Sea to the north and the Pacific
Ocean (including the Gulf of Panama) to the south
along very long coastlines, Panama is bordered by
Costa Rica to the northwest and Colombia to the
southeast. The country is slightly smaller in size than
the state of Tennessee. A central spine of mountains runs horizontally through the country forming the continental
divide. The highest point in the country is Volcán Barú (11,401 ft.). Toward the eastern edge of the country is the
Darien Gap, an almost impenetrable jungle between Panama and Columbia, a rather notorious region which
causes the only break in the Pan-American Highway, which would otherwise run continuously from Alaska to
Patagonia. Nearly 500 rivers lace Panama’s rugged landscape, and many are used for hydroelectricity. The Rio
Chagres, one of the few wide rivers was dammed beginning in 1907 to form Gatun Lake, once the largest man-
made lakes in the world, and to serve the Panama Canal. Panama has a tropical climate with relative humidity, and

fairly consistent year-round temperatures between 70° F and 90° F. There is little change between seasons,
with summer and winter almost identical, except for distinct dry seasons and rainy seasons.

Credit: visitpanama.com

Panama City skyline. Credit: visitpanama.com
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Exploring Panama West to East  (cont.)

Panama has a population of about 3,500,000 people, with more than half of those people living in
the Panama City – Colón metropolitan corridor near the canal. More than 70% of the population
lives within Panama’s major cities, making it the most urbanized country in Central America. About
13% of the population is indigenous. Because of its historical reliance on commerce, Panama is a melting pot of
ethnicities. Many Chinese immigrants arrived in the 19th century to help build the Panamanian Railroad. Many West
Indian immigrants arrived in the late 19th and early 20th centuries to help build the canal. African descendants who
arrived during the colonial era lead some historians to estimate that 50% of the Panamanian population has some
African ancestry. There are about 8 indigenous tribes (Bokota, Embera, Guaymí, Kuna, Ngöbe-Buglé, Talamanca,
Teribe, and Wounaan) composing about 5% of the Panamanian population. About 93% of the population speaks
Spanish as their first language. The most
common religion is Roman Catholicism.

Public education as a national institution only
began in 1903, upon Panama’s independence
from Columbia. During the 16th century, the
Jesuit priests provided education. Today,
education in Panama is compulsory for children
between the ages of 6 and 15. In recent
decades, school enrollment has increased
significantly. By the turn of the 21st century, it
was estimated that 92% of the population was
literate,  even between males and females.

Panamanian politics take place in the
framework of a presidential representative
democratic republic, a multi-party system
where the president is both the head of state and head of the
government. The president is elected every five years (and the current
president actually graduated from the University of Arkansas!).
Legislative power is vested in both the government and the National
Assembly. The judiciary is independent of the executive and legislative
branches, and justices are appointed by the head of state. Similar
to the U.S., there are two major political parties with several smaller
parties. Elections are mandatory for citizens 18 years and older.

As of 2001, Panama had a low unemployment rate of just under
3%. Because of its canal and its key geographic location, Panama’s
economy is mainly based on a well-developed service sector heavily
weighted toward banking, commerce, tourism and trading. The U.S.
handover of the Panama Canal beginning in 1977 has given rise to
large construction projects within the country. A huge construction
project building a third set of locks on the canal was approved and
began in 2006. The canal pumps millions of dollars in toll revenue
from about 15,000  ships  annually into the national economy and
                          provides massive employment. The Panamanian

(continued next page)

Panama’s rain forests. Credit: visitpanama.com

Mi Pueblito, Panamá, Panama. Credit: visitpanama.com
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Rio Sereno
David

Boquete
Las Lajas
Santiago
Santa Fé
Arenas

Exploring Panama Activity
The following pages have briefly explored the culturally
rich country of Panama. Of course, this country requires
much more than three simple pages to truly understand
and appreciate its many unique and diverse cities, spread
from the hills and coasts to the west all the way to the
rainforests and commercial centers toward the east. For
this activity, regardless of classroom grade, have each
student choose a city, study about it, and present what
they learn to the classroom. Elementary students could
locate pictures in magazines which relate to their city;
students in higher grades could create a promotional
tourism brochure for their city, or write a research paper.
Have students choose from the Panamanian cities below.

Exploring Panama West to East  (cont.)

currency is officially the balboa, fixed at parity with the U.S. dollar since its 1903 independence.
However, while Panama has its own coinage, the
U.S. dollar is used throughout the country for paper

currency, making it easy for tourists.

Panama is an active country in both sport and outdoor activity (a
major draw for tourists). The country’s tourism industry has been
steadily growing, and outdoor activities and the country’s rich
wildlife population have bolstered tourist interest. Baseball is the
national sport, reflective of the U.S. influence. Over 140
Panamanian players have played professional baseball in the U.S.
Other major sports include boxing (with four Panamanians in the
International Boxing Hall of Fame) and basketball (with several
players in America’s NBA). Panama had 8 athletes to compete in
the 2012 London Olympics. Other popular sports are volleyball,
taekwondo, football, golf and tennis. A long-distance hiking trail,
called the TransPanama Trail is being built across the entire country.
Panama’s geography, long coastlines, and vast parkland (a quarter
of the entire country is protected wilderness) offer many options
for outdoor activities. They include birdwatching (over 960 species
of birds including 55 varieties of hummingbirds), rafting, kayaking,
diving, surfing, sport fishing, canopy ziplines… even tracking tapir
footprints in the mud of the Darién province.

Las Minas
San Francisco

Las Tablas
Chitré
Ocú

Penonomé
Antón

Colón
El Copé
Tonosi
Pedasí
Pocrí
Chitré

San Carlos

Chame
Sabanitas
Portobelo
El Porvenir

Chepo
Cartí

La Palma

Puerto Obaldía
Bocas

Chiriquí Grande
Volcán

Las Minas
Yaziva

Aquadulce

Harpy eagles. Credit: visitpanama.com

National Theater of Panama. Credit: visitpanama.com
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Abbreviated History of Panama
Panama’s scarce archeological remains provide fewer clues to the Pre-Columbian societies that
inhabited the region. There is evidence of native populations who lived there for over 12,000 years,
including tribes like the Cuevas, Chibchan, Chocoan and the Cocolé. By the time of European
conquest, the indigenous population was said to be between one and two million people. Panama was also the site
of some of the first pottery-making villages in the Americas. The Monagrillo culture dates from 2500-1700 BC.
These populations are best known from the spectacular burials of the Conte site (dating to c. AD 500-900) and the
beautiful polychrome pottery of the Cocolé style.

The history of Panama has always been influenced by its strategic location. In 1501, Rodrigo de Bastidas from
Spain, who had accompanied Columbus on his second voyage to the Americas, reached La Punta de Manzanillo
on Panama’s upper Caribbean coast. He is the first European to have claimed that part of the isthmus. A year after
de Bastidas, Christopher Columbus sailed south from the Costa Rica. Columbus produced maps of Panama’s
coastline. Vasco Núñez de Balboa, who had been on de Bastidas’s ship in 1501, returned in 1513 and discovered
that the isthmus had another coast and that there was another ocean, the Pacific.

Balboa’s discovery of another ocean led to Panama’s use by colonial Spain as a route for Peruvian treasures to be
taken from the Pacific to the Atlantic. The Spanish effectively removed most native cultures by looting and enslavement.
By the late 17th century, the Cueva culture had disappeared. Indian cemeteries were looted for the pre-Colombian
gold treasures they contained. The Spanish completed a seven-foot wide road known as the Camino Real (Royal
Road) across the isthmus of Panama. They used this route to transport the thousands of tons of gold and silver
which they plundered from Peru and Mexico.

Panama remained part of the Spanish Empire for 300 years (1538-1821). Panama’s importance to Spain declined
towards the end of the 17th century and fade almost altogether by the middle of the 18th as Spanish ships began to
go round Cape Horn to reach the Atlantic, in order to avoid being ambushed by pirates and enemy ships in the
Caribbean. On November 3, 1821, independence from Spain was declared in the small town of La Villa, today
known as La Heroica. On November 28, presided by Colonel Jose de Fabrega, a National Assembly was
convened and it officially declared the independence of the isthmus of Panama from Spain. Pamana joined with
present day Venezuela, Colombia and Ecuador to form ‘Gran’ or Greater Colombia. In 1830, General José
Domingo Espinar, the local military commander rebelled against the country’s central government, and Panama
briefly separated from Greater Colombia and requested that General Simón Bolívar take direct command. However,
by early 1831 Panama had reincorporated itself to what was left of Greater Colombia, which had adopted the
name of Republic of New Granada. Twice more, in 1831 and again in 1840, Panama declared it independence
before re-uniting again with Columbia or New Granada.

1502

Columbus’ 4th and final voyage to
the New World lands in Panama

1513

Notorious pirate,
Henry Morgan sacks
city of Panama

1821

Brief Timeline of
Panamanian History

1671 1739

Panama joins
newly formed
union of
Gran Columbia

By 2500 BC, the isthmus of Panama was home to some of the first
pottery-making villages in the Americas. For this timeline, however,
we begin at 1500 AD.

1855

12,000 die building
Panama Railroad

1856

(continued next page)

Balboa crossed the isthmus and
claimed Pacific Ocean for Spain

Spain abandons
isthmus trade route
due to pirates, sails
around Cape Horn

U.S. intervenes,
Watermelon War
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1878

French granted
rights to build
Panama Canal

1902

Teddy Roosevelt convinces
U.S. Congress to take control
of abandoned French project

19771914

Brief History of Panama   (cont.)

Torrijos-Carter Treaty
ensures 1999 transfer of
canal from U.S. to Panama

In 1846, the Bidlack Mallarino Treaty was signed between the U.S. and Columbia. This treaty gave
the U.S. the right to build railroads throughout Panama. In 1855, the Panama Railway was built
across the isthmus from Colón to Panama City to transport gold prospectors wanting to access the

gold fields during the California gold rush. It became the
world’s first transcontinental railroad. The Bidlack Mallarino
Treaty also gave the U.S. the right to intervene by force to
guarantee Colombian control of the isthmus, which it
exercised several times to suppress revolts between 1850
and 1903, including the Watermelon War of 1856, fueled
by American workers’ mistreatment and lack of respect of
Panamanians, resulting in a full anti-U.S. riot.

From 1899 until 1902, a major Columbian civil war was
fought between the Liberal and Conservative parties, known
as the War of a Thousand Days. Columbia called on the
U.S. to intervene, and the war finally ended with the signing
of a peace treaty in November, 1902. Even though the
Liberals lost the war, most Panamanians consider the leaders
of the Liberal forces, including Belisario Porras and
Victoriano Lorenzo, to be heroes and founding fathers of
the country.

Modern Panamanian history has been shaped by the
country’s unique geographic position between the Atlantic
and Pacific Oceans, and the possibility of a canal to replace
the difficult overland route. In the 1520s, the Spanish crown
ordered surveys of the isthmus to determine the feasibility
of such a canal, but the idea never progressed. From 1880
to 1889, the French Compagnie Universelle du Canal
Interocéanique under the direction of Ferdinand de Lesseps, who had built the Suez Canal, attempted to construct
a sea-level canal. Eventually deadly yellow fever, malaria, and unforeseen engineering problems caused the project
to be abandoned. Over a decade later in 1902, U.S. President Theodore Roosevelt convinced U.S. Congress to
take on the abandoned canal plan. The U.S. also encouraged some Conservative Panamanian landholding families
to demand Panama’s independence from Colombia. The USS Nashville was dispatched to Colón to deter any
resistance from Bogotà. On November 3, 1903, with United States’ encouragement and French financial support,

Brief Timeline of Panamanian History

Panama
Canal
completed

1964

January 9 riots (now known as
Martyr’s Day) over U.S.
occupation of Canal Zone

Archipelago de Las Perlas. Credit: visitpanama.com
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1999

U.S. ends a century of
Panamanian occupation

1983 1989 1994

U.S. invades Panama,
extradites Noreiga,
conspiracy and drug
trafficking charges

Ernesto Perez Balladeras
sworn in as President after
internationally monitored
election campaign

(continued next page)

Panama proclaimed its independence. Less than three weeks later, the Hay-Bunau Varilla Treaty
was signed between the French and the United States, without a Panamanian in the room. The
treaty allowed for the construction of a canal and U.S. sovereignty over a strip of land 10 miles wide
and 50 miles long, (16 kilometers by 80 kilometers) on either side of the Panama Canal Zone. In that zone, the
U.S. would build a canal, then administer, fortify, and defend it “in perpetuity.” The Panama Canal was built by the
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers between 1904 and 1914. The 50 mile lock canal is considered one of the world’s
greatest engineering triumphs.

Tensions between Panama and the U.S. flared repeatedly throughout much of the 20th century. These tensions
sometimes erupted into major anti-U.S. protest rallies and, occasionally, violence. One instance, the Flag Riots,
involved disputes regarding the display of both U.S. and Panamanian flag, especially at locations throughout the
Canal Zone. When the governor of the Canal Zone decided to avoid the controversy altogether by simply removing

flagpoles at certain locations, students
of opposing sentiment at Balboa High
School clashed. Rioting and looting
followed, resulting in two dozen deaths
and millions of dollars in property
damage. The Panamanians who died
are considered martyrs, and January
9 is still a national day of mourning. In
the wake of this clash, United States
President Lyndon B. Johnson
announced that the United States
would undertake negotiations toward
an entirely new canal treaty with
Panama.

From 1903 until 1968, Panama was a
constitutional republic dominated by a

commercially-oriented oligarchy, a form of government in which all power is vested in a few persons or in a
dominant class. During the 1950s, the Panamanian military began to challenge the oligarchy’s political leadership.
In 1968, a coup toppled the government of the recently elected Arnulfo Arias Madrid. Gen. Omar Torrijos became
head of a governing military junta until his death in an apparent airplane accident in 1981. On September 7, 1977,
before his death, Torrijos joined then U.S. President Jimmy Carter in Washington, D.C. to sign the Torrijos–Carter
Treaties, two treaties which abrogated the Hay-Bunau Varilla Treaty of 1903. The treaties guaranteed that Panama
would gain control of the Panama Canal after 1999, ending the control of the canal that the U.S. had exercised

Brief History of Panama   (cont.)

After Torrijos’ death in a
plane crash, Manuel Noreiga
rises to power, ushers in
era of repression

Mireya Moscoso becomes
Panama’s first female president

Los Santos, Panama. Credit: visitpanama.com
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2004

Martin Torrijos, son of former
dictator Omar Torrijos, wins
presidential election

78% of Panamanian
voters approved of $5 billion
plan to upgrade canal

2009

Chinese freighter becomes millionth
vessel to cross Panama Canal, just 3
years before its 100th anniversary

2006

Ricardo Martinelli
wins presidential
election

2010

Brief History of Panama   (cont.)

Brief Timeline of Panamanian History

since 1903. The treaties are named after the two signatories. After Torrijos’s death, power was
obtained by General Manuel Noriega. Noriega was implicated in drug trafficking by the United
States. To remove Noriega, the United States invaded Panama on December 20, 1989 in a large

military operation involving 25,000 United States troops. A few hours after the invasion, inside a U.S. military base
in the former Panama Canal Zone, Guillermo Endara, the winning candidate in the May 1989 elections, was sworn
in as the new president of Panama. The invasion occurred just days before the Panama Canal administration was
to be turned over to Panamanian control, according to the timetable set up by the Torrijos-Carter Treaties. After a
few days, Noriega surrendered to the American military, and was taken to Florida to be formally arrested by U.S.
federal authorities and was tried on eight counts of drug trafficking, racketeering and money laundering.

Under the Torrijos-Carter
Treaties, the United States
returned all canal-related lands
to Panama on December 31,
1999, but reserves the right to
military intervention in the
interest of its national security.
Panama also gained control of
canal-related buildings and
infrastructure as well as full
administration of the canal.

Guillermo Endara’s presidency
following Noreiga’s arrest was
witness to much corruption and
social unrest. Those continued
to be issues in 1994 when
Ernesto Pérez Balladares (El
Toro) won the 1994 election.
Mireya Moscoso, the head of the conservative Arnulfista Party, and widow of a former president won the presidency
in 1999. Her presidency was marked by emphasis on multi-lateral free trade, closer ties with U.S. and counter
narcotic measures. In 2004 Martín Torrijos won the elections. Panama’s economy continued to boom, especially
under a major billion-dollar expansion of the profitable Panama Canal. On May 3, 2009, Ricardo Martinelli, the
leader of the Cambio Democràtico (Democratic Change) was elected president of Panama in a landslide election
receiving 60 percent of the vote.

Panama City at night. Credit: visitpanama.com
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List of Famous Panamanians
Rolando Blackman – All-Star National Basketball Association
shooting guard who played for the Dallas Mavericks for eleven years,
and had his number 22 jersey retired. He was chosen as a starter for
the 1980 U.S. Olympic team, but did not play due to the U.S. Olympic boycott.

Ruben Blades – Panamanian salsa singer, songwriter, lawyer, actor, jazz musician,
poet, and politician, often noted as the most recognized Panamanian in the world.
He has often been called the “Renaissance Man of Salsa.”

Jordana Brewster – She began her career in the soap operas As the World Turns
and All My Children before capturing the big screen on such movies as The Texas
Chainsaw Massacre (2006) and her breakthrough film, The Fast and the Furious
(2001), in addition to that movie’s fourth, fifth and sixth sequel. Her TV shows
include Chuck and Dallas.

Angela Gisela Brown, Princess Angela of Liechtenstein - The wife of Prince
Maximilian of Liechtenstein. Princess Angela and her son, Prince Alfons (born in
London in May 18, 2001), are the highest ranked black members of a reigning
European dynasty. She was born in Bocas del Toro, Panama.

Ursula Burns - Madam Chairman and CEO of Xerox. Born to Panamanian parents,
she is the first African-American woman CEO to head a Fortune 500 company. She
is also the first woman to succeed another woman as head of a Fortune 500 company.
In 2009, Forbes rated her the 14th most powerful woman in the world

Rod Carew – World famous Major League Baseball first baseman, second baseman,
coach and National Baseball Hall of Famer. Between 1967 and 1985 he played for
the Minnesota Twins and the California Angels.

William Emanuel “Billy” Cobham – Panamanian born American jazz drummer,
composer and bandleader who came to prominence in the late 1960s and early
1970s with trumpeter Miles Davis and, later, with the Mahavishnu Orchestra. After
his family moved to New York City during his youth, he studied at New York’s High
School of Music and Art.

Roberto Duran – Widely acclaimed as one of the greatest boxers of all time.
“Manos de Piedra” (“Hands of Stone”) held four world boxing titles at four different
weights – lightweight (1972-79), welterweight (1980), junior middleweight (1983-
84) and middleweight (1989). He was the second boxer to fight in five different
decades.

Ismael Laguna – Professional boxer nicknamed “El Tigre Colonense” who was
inducted into the International Boxing Hall of Fame in 2001. He was the Panamanian
Featherweight Champion from 1962-63, and became the World Lightweight
Champion in 1965, regained again in 1970.

(continued next page)

Rod Carew

Ursula Burns

Jordana Brewster

Ruben Blades
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List of Famous Panamanians   (cont.)

Roberto Lewis - Outstanding painter, sculptor and educator who
influenced the first generation of Panamanian artists. He was an
accomplished portraitist and painted many of Panama’s most famous

political figures, including numerous Panamanian governors and all the presidents of
Panama from 1904 to 1948.

Héctor Headley López – Second Panamanian-born Major League Baseball player
who played left field and third base for the Kansas City Athletics and the New York
Yankees from 1955 to 1966. First black manager at the AAA baseball level and the
Kansas City Athletics’ hitting streak record holder.

Victoriano Lorenzo – Considered one of the great heroes of Panamanian history.
Born when the isthmus was still part of Columbia, this patriot and freedom fighter
who waged war for Panama’s independence from Colombia during the Thousand
Days War. He was executed just six months prior to Panama’s independence.

Ricardo Martinelli – Panamanian businessman who has served as the 49th President
of Panama since 2009. In 1973 he graduated from the University of Arkansas. He is
also the President and Director of the board for the Panama supermarket chain
Super 99.

John McCain – Yes, American politician and former Republican presidential
candidate, John McCain. He was born in 1936 at Coco Solo Naval Air Station in
the Panama Canal Zone to U.S. naval officer John S. McCain, Jr. and Roberta
(Wright) McCain. At that time the Panama Canal was under U.S. control.

Ricardo Miró – Panamanian writer considered to be the most noteworthy poet of
the country. After traveling to Spain in 1908, he returned to Panama in 1917 to serve
as director of the National Archives, where he served 10 years before becoming
secretary for the Academia Panameña de la Lengua. He is the national poet of Panama.

Manuel Noriega – Former notorious Panamanian politician, soldier and dictator.
He was military governor from 1983 to 1989. He was removed in the 1989 invasion
of Panama by the United States, was removed from power, and was tried on eight
counts of drug trafficking, racketeering and money laundering.

Belisario Porras – Panamanian journalist and politician who served three terms as
President of Panama soon after its independence from Columbia. Beginning in 1900,
he fought in the Thousand Days War for Panamanian independence and lead the
invasion of the Isthmus.

José Benjamín Quintero - Panamanian theatre director, producer and pedagogue
best known for his interpretations of the works of Eugene O’Neill. Born in 1924 in

Panama City, he became one of the most celebrated Broadway and Off Broadway
directors and producers. He worked with some of the greatest names in American

(continued next page)

Roberto Duran

Héctor Headley López

President Ricardo Martinelli

John McCain
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List of Famous Panamanians    (cont.)

theatre, including Jason Robards, Jane Fonda, Ingrid Bergman and
others.

Mariano Rivera – Relief pitcher for the New York Yankees nicknamed the “Tailor
of Panama,” Rivera is a twelve-time All-Star and a 1999 World Series MVP. He
ranks second all-time for the most saves in Major League Baseball history. Rivera,
however, is not unique. Panama has provided countless professional baseball players
to U.S. MLB teams, including Carlos Lee, Ben Oglivie, Carlos Ruiz, and others.

Luis Russell – The first international Panamanian jazz musician. Russell’s band
became one of the top jazz groups after he moved to the U.S., playing among such
jazz notables as Red Allen, Jelly Roll Morton and Louis Armstrong.

Irving Saladino -  Panamanian long jumper and national hero. He is the country’s
first and, as of 2014, only Olympic gold medalist. He won the gold medal at the 2008
Summer Olympics in Beijing, China, which was also the nation’s first Olympic medal
since the 1948 Summer Olympics.

Daphne Rubin Vega – Famous Panamanian dance music singer and Broadway
actress who first lit up Broadway with her debut as Mimi in “Rent.” She also starred
in the 1999 film Flawless, which earned her a Theater World Award, a Tony nomination
as “Best Actress” in a musical.

Juan Williams - American journalist and political analyst for Fox News Channel,
born in Colón, Panama in 1954. He also writes for several newspapers including The
Washington Post, The New York Times, and The Wall Street Journal and has been
published in magazines such as The Atlantic Monthly and Time. He was a senior
news analyst for National Public Radio (NPR) from 1999 until October 2010. At
The Washington Post for 23 years, Williams has worked as an editorial writer, op-
ed columnist, White House correspondent and national correspondent

Famous Panamanian Activity
The past three pages have showcased just a few of the many famous Panamanians
who have made cultural, athletic, artistic, commercial or political impact, not
only in the Central American country of Panama, but throughout the world.
Expand on this list by involving students in a classroom activity which focuses on
famous Panamanians. For this activity, regardless of classroom grade, have each
student choose one of the famous Panamanians listed on pages 11 - 13, or one of
the dozens of other famous and influential Panamaians listed on the internet
(such as http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_Panamanians). Older elementary
students can research their chosen Panamanian and prepare an oral presentation
for your classroom, or they can work in small groups. Students in higher grades
could write a research paper with citations, write a hypothetical interview with
their famous Panamanian, or even create a Power Point presentation or other
oral presentation for the class about their subject.Dapne Rubin Vega

Irving Saladino

Luis Russell

Ricardo Miró
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Panama Flag & Coat of Arms
Panamanian Flag
The flag of Panama was designed by Maria Ossa de Amador. Panama’s Flag Day is celebrated on
November 4, one day after Panamanian independence from Colombia is celebrated. The first flag

proposed in 1903 looked quite differently. The Frenchman Philippe-Jean Bunau-Varilla designed the first Panamanian
flag. Bunau-Varilla’s design was based on the flag of the United States, possibly on account of that country’s hand
in Panamanian independence. Retaining the thirteen stripes, he changed the white stripes to yellow, emphasizing the
Panamanian connection to Colombia and Spain (whose flags both
prominently feature red and yellow). Varilla replaced the stars in the
blue canton with two interconnected yellow suns. The suns represent
North and South America, and are connected because of Panama’s
position connecting the two continents. Bunau-Varilla’s proposal was
rejected by the Panamanian revolutionary council on the grounds
that it was designed by a foreigner.

The current Panamanian flag was made by Maria Ossa de Amador
on November 1, 1903. The artistic son of then Panamanian leader
Manuel Amador Guerrero sketched the flag and showed it to Maria
Ossa de Amador. After much difficulty in avoiding the Colombian army, she eventually produced three copies of
the flag, which were all eventually flown in Panama City upon independence, and widely distributed.

The Panamanian government described the flag in Law 15 of December 1949. It was to reflect the political
situation of the time. The blue was intended to represent the Conservative Party and the red the Liberal Party. The
white stood for peace and purity; the blue star stands for the purity and honesty of the life of the country; the red
star represents the authority and law in the country; and together the stars stand for the new republic.

The Panamanian coat of arms were adopted by the same laws that
adopted the Panamanian flag. The arms were made official on June
4, 1904, however the formal adoption and regulation of the use of
the coat of arms, as well as the national flag and anthem were decreed
by law in 1949. Discussions regarding revisions were held in 1941,
1946 and, regarding the eagle, 2006.

Officially, the Panamanian coat of arms is to rest on a green
background, a symbol of the country’s lush vegetation. The center
section shows the Isthmus of Panama, and from the official description,
“in which the moon begins to rise above the waves and the sun begins
to hide behind the mountain, marking thereby the solemn hour of the
declaration of our independence.” The top left, over a field of silver
is a sword and rifle, according to the original description, “as
abandonment for always to the civil wars, causes of our ruin.” In
1941, the National Assembly changed the meaning of the sword and rifle as “attitude of alert in defense of our

sovereignty,” abandoning the reference to civil wars. The top left, on a field of red, a crossed shovel and hoe
symbolize the nation’s work ethic. The lower left of the shield depicts a cornucopia, symbolizing

Panamanian Coat of Arms
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Panama Flag & Coat of Arms   (cont.)

“Isthmus Hymn,” English Translation

We finally attained victory
In the happy field of union.
With glowing splendour,
The new nation is illumined.

It is necessary to veil with a curtain
The Calvary and Cross of the past,
And for you to adorn the azure of your skies
With the splendid light of concord.

Progress fondly touches your homes,
In time with the music of a sublime song.
You see, roaring at your feet, two oceans
Which give direction to your noble mission.

On your flower-covered soil,
Kissed by the warm breeze,
Warlike clamour has ended
And only brotherly love reigns.

Ahead, with spade and stone-mason’s hammer!
To work, without more delay!
In this way we shall be the honour and glory
Of this fertile land of Columbus.

“Himno Istemño,” Original Spanish Version

Alcanzamos por fin la victoria
en el campo feliz de la unión;
con ardientes fulgores de gloria
se ilumina la nueva nacion.

Es preciso cubrir con un velo
del pasado el calvario y la cruz ;
y que adorne el azul de tu cielo
de concordia la esplendida luz.

El progreso acaricia tus lares
al compás de sublime canción ;
ves rugir a tus pies ambos mares
que dan rumbo a tu noble misión.

En tu suelo cubierto de flores,
a los besos del tibio terral,
terminaron guerreros fragores ;
solo reina el amor fraternal.

Adelante la pica y la pala,
al trabajo sin mas dilación ;
y seremos asi prez y gala,
de este mundo feraz de Colón.

Panamanian National Anthem

the nation’s wealth. On the lower right, a winged wheel against a silver background is a symbol for
progress. National flags of Panama are gathered to each side of the shield.

Above the shield, an eagle with outstretched wings, an emblem of sovereignty, holds a silver tape in its beak. On
the tape are the words “Pro Mundi Beneficio.” In 1941, discussion was held to change the motto to “Solo Dios
sobre Nonotros” (“Only God Above Us”). Instead, the National Assembly approved a motto of “Justice, Honor
and Freedom,” but five years later in 1946 the country returned to the original motto of 1904.

The formal adoption in 1949 also stated that an eagle was to be on the top of the coat of arms, but did not specify
the species of eagle. A law in 2002 made the harpy eagle the national bird, so another law in 2006 modified that law
to clarify that the harpy eagle was the species of eagle to appear on the coat of arms of the Republic of Panama.
The nine gold stars which arc above the eagle represent the nine provinces of Panama.

The anthem was first performed by citizens in the streets on Panama’s day of independence in 1903. It was fully
adopted as the national anthem in 1925. Since Panama is an isthmus (a narrow strip of land enclosed by water on
two sides), the anthem is appropriately titled Himno Istemño, or Isthmus Hymn. The song is directed to the
average, working-class Panamanian with such lyrics as, “Ahead, with spade and stone-mason’s hammer! To
work, without more delay!” or another translation, “Ahead the shovel and pick; At work without any more dilation.”
The music was written by Santos Jorge, and the lyrics by Dr. Jeronimo de la Ossa.
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The Ultimate Panamanian Quiz
Panama is a small country which plays a huge international role. However, as Panamanians are
quick to point out, Panama is more than a canal. This guide certainly supports that opinion! After
your students complete their exploration, put their studies to the test with “The Ultimate Panamanian
Quiz.” Answers can be found on page 68. Or use this quiz as a starting point. Distribute to students

and see which answers they know before your study, then re-take the quiz to show how much they  learn.

1. Panama may have gotten its name from which insects?  ____________________________________________

2.  What is the name of a shire region populated by indigenous group?  ___________________________________

3.  Which pirate burned down the entire city of Panama City in 1671?  ___________________________________

4.  Where would you find a traditional beauty mark on a Kuna woman?   _________________________________

5.  Which of Panama’s “Big Five” cats joins the jaguar, puma, ocelot and jaguarundi?  _______________________

6.  Who was the first and only female president of the Republic of Panama?  ______________________________

7.  On November 3, Panama celebrates its independence from which country?  ____________________________

8.  What is the highest point in all of Panama?  _____________________________________________________

9.  What national park looks like a desert, but is a result of massive deforestation?  __________________________

10.  If you counted, how many species of trees would you find in Panama?  _______________________________

11.  Which treasured amphibian has now been ruled extinct in the wild?   _________________________________

12.  From what university did President Ricardo Martinelli graduate?  ___________________________________

13.  What dress is considered the national costume of Panama?  _______________________________________

14.  What is the cheapest toll fee ever charged by the Panama Canal?  ___________________________________

15.  At over 188,000 people, what is the largest indigenous group in Panama?  _____________________________

16.  What artificial lake provides the necessary waterflow for the Panama Canal’s intricate locks? ________________

17.  What Panamanian animal is the largest rodent in the world?  __________________________________

18.  What island was once used as a prison for up to 3,000 inmates?  ____________________________________

19.  What marine animal is considered one of Panama’s largest agricultural products?  ________________________

20.  Which American president signed the 1977 treaty returning the Panama Canal to Panama?  ________________

21.  Which Panamanian president (not acting president) served the shortest term in office?  ____________________

22.  In 2007, Panama’s Geisha Coffee broke an auction record, selling for how much for just one pound? _________

23.  Islas Tigre and Las Brujas became the world’s 2nd largest primate sanctuary with how many monkeys?  ____

24.  What city is the provincial capital of the Bocas del Toro Province?  __________________________________

25.  What gulf of water lies along the northern coast of Panama (pesky little body of water!) ?___________________

26. What three colors are on the Panamanian flag?  __________________________________
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Your students will probably relate to the famous movie, “The Wizard of Oz,” when Dorothy and
her fictional friends explore their way through a fairy tale forest, arm in arm, unsure of what lies
behind each tree and around each corner. This exciting exploration of Panama will be much the same!

Panama is a progressive country which includes Central America’s most cosmopolitan capital city, rows of
skyscrapers and, of course, one of the strongest banking and transportation economies in the world. However, for
this unit, elementary students move away from the major cities and explore the beautiful natural areas of the
country. We will step away from the city and scour the beaches, the islands and the rain forests. Along our way, we
will encounter real and fictional pirates, indigenous island cultures, mountain-dwelling Guaymi warriors, and even
treasured speckled frogs. Pirates, warriors and frogs... it’s a learning unit that most kids would love! However,
these are not make-believe
fables. Through their study of
Memphis in May’s honored
country of Panama, they will
learn that these exciting stories
and characters are real.

And making the lesson real is
part of the challenge. So why
not begin your study of
Panama by taking your
students out of the classroom,
and placing them deep in the
Panamanian rain forest? Of
course, not literally, but
creatively. Begin studying
Panama with an introductory
exploration of the geography
and wildlife of this fascinating country. Introduce your students to jaguars, pacas, margays, agoutis and sloths (look
to pages 38 & 39 for help). Then help them imagine what a Panamanian rain forest would look like.

Finally, have your students work together to transform your entire classroom into your own Panamanian rain forest.
Have them start by cutting huge green leaves from construction paper, and cover the walls, around the door, and
around the bulletin boards and white boards. Create winding vines to go around the walls, and enhance each vine
with more leaves. Use many other colors of construction paper to also create 3-dimensional flowers to embellish
the vines, like the 1,200 species of orchids found throughout Panama. Then create the animals! Have students
draw and color monkeys, butterflies, brightly-colored birds, spotted jaguars, speckled frogs, even
bats, and mingle the wildlife of Panama throughout your room’s vines and leaves. Assign students
to learn the noises made by each of the animals they create, so that they can add sound effects to
the rain forest. Explore online and see if you can actually find sound effects, like the sounds of
waterfalls or babbling brooks, or even some indigenous Panamanian music for your room.

Before you know it, your rain forest will be visited by Kuna hunters, Guaymi warriors, ruthless
pirates, and even a frog or two. Enjoy the exploration!

Pirates, Chiefs & Frogs, Oh My!
Kindergarten - Grade 2 Learning Unit

SPI
Social Studies

3.spi.1.1
Art

K-2.spi.1.2
Art

K-2.spi.2.1
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Elementary students should love this country! It’s a beautiful country with a history rich in stories of
explorers, conquistadors, native warriors… even pirates! With Spain laying claim to the coasts of
the isthmus between North and South America, these wild and ruthless sea rovers plundered Spanish-

controlled colonies and Spanish ships for almost two centuries. So dive into these activities and lesson plans about
Panama’s infamous pirates, matey, or you might find yourself walking the plank!

Begin this study of Panamanian pirates by first asking your students the following exploratory questions:
1. Tell me everything you know (or think) about pirates.  2. Do you think pirates exist today?  3. Name some
famous pirates, either real or make-believe.  4. What sort of “treasures” do you think pirates hunt for?

Background
Pirates weren’t the only bad guys. From the earliest days of Spain’s discovery of the Americas in the late 1400s
and early 1500s, Panama served as the primary “warehouse” for the continent’s wealth. One of the main reasons
that the Spanish monarchy sent explorers across the Atlantic Ocean was not just to discover and claim new land,
but to gather riches and bring them back to Spain.

From as early as 2000 BC, five hundred years before the Spanish explorers arrived, indigenous Mesoamerican
cultures had been mining gold. Many Central and South American cultures used gold to create golden items for
ceremonies and worship. From the ground, native cultures like the Mayans, the Incas and the Aztecs also discovered
silver, emeralds and rubies. From their oceans they gathered valuable pearls.

Spanish explorers battled these native cultures, killing many, and stealing their treasures in mind-boggling quantities.
One can look at a globe and better understand why Panama served as a great point for these Spanish explorers to
use. This “land bridge” sat right between huge land masses, yet was a convenient location to build ports for their
ships to arrive or depart from. They built ports at Nombre de Dios and Portobelo. Show your students both of
these cities on a map of Panama, along the northern coast.

So, while the Spanish explorers were stealing from the native tribes, ruthless pirates began stealing from the
Spanish. However, these pirates were not just “bad boys”!

Who Were the Pirates?
The foremost image your students may have about pirates could be from Disney’s Pirates of the Caribbean. In
the movie, Panama was the location of Fort Alvo Grande, from which Captain Jack Sparrow (Johnny Depp) and
Will Turner escaped. While many swashbuckling traits were true, pirates didn’t always match the stereotypes.
Chief among pirates was Captain Henry Morgan (1635 – 1688) of Wales. While attacking the Spanish port of
Portobelo in 1688, he actually captured nuns and monks to assure that he wasn’t harmed. In 1671, while he was
raiding Panama City, the entire city was actually burned to the ground.

However, many pirates were considered beneficial by European governments. Some were even sponsored! Sir
Francis Drake, often considered a great explorer, was sanctioned by Queen Elizabeth I of England,
to plunder treasure and bring it back to England. In 1580, he returned to England with one
treasure-loaded ship, but 16 years later returned to Panama with a fleet of 26 ships. Sir Francis
Drake was so feared throughout the Caribbean that Spanish sailors used his name, El Draque, to

frighten naughty children.

Panamanian Pirates

SPI
Social Studies

3.spi.1.1
Social Studies

3.spi.1.8
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(continued on next page)

Activities
1.  Spend several days teaching your students the following numbers and colors in Spanish, the
official language of Panama. Once they’ve “mastered” those words, allow them to use their second
language to color the Panamanian pirate below (omit the Spanish key below). Each color is numbered, so students
should use the Spanish color, or the corresponding number (as labeled in Spanish on the pirate), to complete the
coloring assignment. On your classroom board, simply write the English numbers and colors (i.e., 1. Pink), and let
them translate and color from there. Display the pirates in your classroom.

Panamanian Pirates  (cont.)

1. (uno) Pink = Rosa
4. (cuatro) Black = Negro
7. (siete) Brown = Marrón

2. (dos) Green = Verde
5. (cinco) Blue = Azul
8. (ocho) Red = Rojo

3. (tres) Purple = Morado
6. (seis) Yellow = Amarillo

9. (nueve) Orange = Naranjo

Amarillo

cuatro

Verde

siete

Rojo
cinco

Morado

nueve

SPI
Art

K-3.spi.1.1
Art

K-2.spi.2.1
Foreign Lang.
Stand. 3.1
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2. Treat your students to “Pirate Week.” Throughout the week, allow students plenty of chances to
collect “pirate treasure” (worth various points) by answering special questions, completing extra
homework assignments, or accomplishing various classroom chores (I don’t guess kids clean

blackboards anymore!). Let them know in advance: “Everyone who completes an extra reading assignment this
week earns a bar of gold (3 points),” “Be quiet during class and you can earn extra pearls (1 point each),” or “The
five students who do the best on their spelling quiz earn an extra emerald (2 points),” for example. At the end of the
week, allow them to create their own pirate costumes. Let students trade their “bounty” points for special prizes or
rewards (a new pencil for 2 points, an extra 10 minutes of recess for 3 points, etc.).

Panamanian Pirates  (cont.)

3.  Duplicate the Panamanian
Pirate treasure map to the
right and give one to each
student. Conduct a classroom
“treasure hunt” by reading the
math problems below. After
they attempt to solve each
math problem, they should
move forward the number of
spaces on their treasure map
equal to the answer of each
math question. Depending on
student ages, substitute easier
or more difficult math
questions (just make sure that
the answers of all of the math
problems lead them to where
“X marks the spot”!

1. Uno + Dos
2. Dos + Dos
3. Cuatro - Tres
4. Tres - Dos
5. Uno + Uno
6. Cinco - Cuatro
7. Tres + Uno
8. Dos - Uno

SPI
Foreign Lang.
K-2.spi.1.2
Mathematics
K-2.spi.1.3
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SPI
Art
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Art

K-2.spi.2.1

How To Make a Mola
Molas are brightly colored panels which are made by members of the Kuna tribe in the San Blas
region of Panama, east of Panama City. The Kunas have resided there for centuries and are known
worldwide for their colorful molas. These are bright textile panels which are made with the technique
of layering pieces of fabric against a background. These mola panels are often used to make the
blouses of the Kuna women’s national dress (or to sell to tourists!). “Mola” actually means
“clothing” in the language of the Kuna people of Panama.

Kuna girls learn to make molas at a young age. A woman might spend 100 hours completing one
of these fabric designs. The patterns are usually inspired by nature, including native animals (iguanas,
lizards, parrots, fish), local vegetation (palm trees, coconuts, sea grasses, orchids) and the shapes
of coral reefs from around the San Blas islands. Students can even flip through this Curriculum Guide and notice the
mola designs which serve as headers to identify each of the grade divisions.

In this activity, students make their own mola designs out of construction paper. Even though the finished pieces are
not wearable, students should create their molas in the Kuna tradition, by looking to the natural world around them
for designs. Teachers can encourage students to draw their ideas either from Panamanian nature, or even from
natural objects found in and around Memphis. Once complete, display your students’ molas in your classroom.

Activity
1. First share various examples of molas with students. Hundreds
of examples are on the internet. Also lead students in a discussion
regarding the importance of molas to the Kuna women and their
culture. Have students imagine making molas using the traditional
method, and the patience required to spend 100 hours completing
just one design. Help them understand how long that really is!

2. First have students decide upon a design. Teachers may need to
assist with some ideas. As a country filled with plants, birds and
animals, Panama offers an endless number of ideas.

3. Have students choose four different colors of construction paper.
From the first sheet, have students cut out their primary design (which
will be the top piece).

4. Students then lay the first shape over the second color of
construction paper, and lightly trace a second outline of the primary
image, only slightly larger, about one-half inch. Glue the primary
design on top of this piece.

5. Repeat step 4, laying the second (or middle) layer on top of the
third color of construction paper, tracing a still larger outline of the
image, cutting it out, and gluing this layer underneath the first two (already glued together). Then glue the three-
layered shape in the center of a black sheet of construction paper.

6. Students should then use leftover scraps of paper to cut out and glue details (such as eyes and mouths) or other
ornamental traditional designs to surround the primary design. They can also use these leftover scraps to

create a colorful border. Display the finished designs in your classroom.
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The Kuna people inhabit the southern Caribbean zone and the San Bias Archipelago. Their handicrafts
also include Panama’s famous mola fabric designs. Also unique is their language, Duleigaiya. This
language is not traditionally written, but is spoken by most of Panama’s 65,000 Kuna citizens.

Some verbalization is similar to Spanish, although consonants are different from both English and Spanish. Just for
fun, teach your students a few of these basic Duleigaiya words (give them time to practice and memorize), and
incorporate them into the board game below. Also encourage them to use appropriate Kuna words in the classroom
during your exploration of Panama (perhaps to earn extra credit). For this board game, students can play individually
or in small groups, working together to define the words. To play, each student or group rolls a die and moves that
many spaces. They must then translate the Duleigaiya word they land on. If they cannot, or are incorrect, they must
move back three spaces and lose their turn. If they are correct, they stay where they are. A special rule for the end
of the game: once a player reaches the finish (landing on the “finish lobster, although...

Kuna Walking & Talking

(continued next page)
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Kuna Walking & Talking  (cont.)

they don’t have to with an exact roll), one of the
opposing teams gets to choose any word from the
board, and the team at the finish must translate it to
win the game. If they are unable to do so, they must
move all the way back to the start and begin again. A
couple of bad spaces also exist on the board, which
move them backwards, or all the way to the start. In
order to start practicing those Duleigaiya words, you
can find the translation for each on page 68. Once
students learn the words, they can use certain words,
like sigue (“have a seat”) in the classroom.

   BACK
 START SULI TAKEIMALO

NONO PANEI YALA

GO BACK
3 SPACES

EIKIKAKA
NUGA

Only a Kuna Nose!
AN ACTIVITY THAT SMELLS LIKE FUN

Kuna men might be difficult to recognize, as they
usually go unadorned wearing Western style
clothing. Kuna society, however, is matriarchal,
with the women controlling the real estate. Unlike
the men, their dress and adornment is also
culturally unique. At a Kuna girl’s passage into
womanhood, they cut their hair short and cover
their head with a blood-red shawl, called a
muswe. They also paint their cheeks with achiote,
a natural rouge obtained from the achiote seed.
Most notable, painted noses are a sign of beauty.
They use tagua dye to paint a black line down
their nose. Sometimes it is a simple straight line;
sometimes they embellished the line with breaks,
dots and minor swirls. So, if your
classroom decides to expand its
celebration of Panama’s
indigenous cultures into a
classroom festival (see page
31), consider using
washable markers to
create nose decorations
for your students!

SPI
Foreign Lang.
K-2.spi.1.2
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The Legend of Chief Urraca
Indigenous tribes compose about 13% of the population of Panama, and the Guaymí are one of
about 8 indigenous tribes which still live there. Today, they are commonly referred to as the Ngäbe,
and their language is Ngäbere. There are approximately 250,000 Panamanians who speak Ngäbere

today. Guaymí is the traditional term for the Ngäbe, and is derived from a Buglere Indian term for them (guaymiri).
When the Spanish conquistadors arrived on the Panamanian isthmus, they found three distinct Guaymí tribes in
western Panama, each named after its chief. The following story is loosely based on a true story about Guaymí
chief Urracá, a legendary chief and warrior. A bust of Chief Urracá has been featured on the one centesimo coin of
Panama since 1935, excluding 2000. A full statue of Urracá stands at the entrance to the Teachers and Professors
School in the Panamanian city of Santiago de Veraguas. Before reading this story
to your students, first ask them the following questions. Additional questions
and activities appear at the story’s conclusion.

Introductory Questions
1. Ask your students general questions like, “What do you know about
Indians? Where do they live? What do they wear?” List your students’
responses on the board to refer to later.
2. Do you consider Indians to be good guys or bad guys? Who are their
enemies? What do they usually fight with their enemies about?
3. Can you name any Indians, real or fictional?

The Legend of Chief Urraca
Indians live almost everywhere on the globe. We usually think of American Indians, sometimes called Native
Americans, who we have seen in movies, museums, history books or on family vacations throughout the United
States. Some people believe that the name “Indian” came about because Christopher Columbus believed he had
sailed around the world and landed in India. Some American Indians believe their name came from the Spanish
expression, “En Dio,” which means “in God.” Either way, whether in the United States or anywhere around the
world, including Panama, Indians refer to those who originally lived on that land. We also call these people
“indigenous” people.

Luba was a young Guaymí girl who lived in a village in Panama about 500 years ago. By the time she was born,
Christopher Columbus had already discovered a “New World” which would later become America. Even though
Luba lived a long way away from this foreign land, little did she know that Columbus, as well as other Spanish
explorers, would also be coming to her village.

Several hundred other Guaymí people lived in Luba’s village. The village was several miles away from the Pacific
Ocean, and several miles away from the tall Cordillera mountain range. While Luba spent much of her time doing
what other Guaymí girls do, like helping with farming, harvesting and cooking, Luba was not like most other girls in
her village. Luba’s father was the chief, making her family very important to the other Guaymí people.

The chief not only led the people of his village, but he also must be a great warrior in order to protect his village and
his people from other tribes. Panama was home to many tribes, and some of them were enemies of the Guaymí
people. They would sometimes raid other villages in order to steal crops or livestock, or to claim larger areas of
land. However, Luba’s father, Chief Urracá was one of the greatest chiefs in all of Panama. He was very tall and

very strong, and all of the Guaymí people respected him very much. Chief Urracá had long black hair tied
back by a headband, and, like most Guaymí warriors, he wore a traditional chaquira necklace
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 around his neck and across his chest.
Guaymí women were famous for making
the traditional necklaces, woven to include
pebbles, pieces of bone, seeds and sea shells, and each
signified their owner’s importance and bravery.  Like
Luba, little did Chief Urracá know that tribes from other
villages would not become his biggest worry, but, instead,
explorers from far across the ocean.

Many tribes in Panama and all across South America
were lucky enough to find valuable jewels and gold
buried deep within the hills of their land. Far across the
Atlantic Ocean, the Spanish Governor, Captain
Pedrarias had learned  about these jewels and gold.

Pedrarias was a strong leader, but also had a reputation for being mean and greedy. He decided to recruit some
other explorers to join him and to sail across the ocean to steal these jewels and gold. He enlisted a young explorer
by the name of Ponce de León.

This day began like most days in Luba’s village. She had gone down to the river to wash some of her family’s
clothes. When she first heard branches snapping deep within the nearby rain forest, she immediately feared it might
be warriors from the nearby village. What she saw next she had never seen before. Coming through the woods she
saw light skinned warriors carrying long swords made of metal, and also wearing metal hats and shirts of metal
across their chests. These were the Spanish conquistadors!

Luba left the clothes and ran back to her village, warning her father. Chief Urracá gathered his brave Guaymí
warriors and they headed toward the rain forest. Urracá and his warriors engaged in a fierce battle, and the chief
and his Guaymí warriors were surprised by the Spaniards’ thick clothes made of metal, which could not be pierced
by their swords. This armor was unlike anything they had ever encountered from other tribes in Panama. However,
the Guaymí knew the rain forest, and they quickly turned the Spanish warriors away.

The defeat angered Governor Pedrarias, and he was determined to launch as many battles against the Guaymí as
was necessary in order to steal their gold and jewels. However, Pedrarias underestimated the strength and bravery
of Chief Urracá. Battles between the Spanish and the Guaymí warriors continued for many years. Finally, out of
frustration, Pedrarias called upon Ponce de León to organize an evil trick to capture Chief Urracá.

Early one morning, Ponce de León marched into the Guaymí village accompanied by only two Spanish soldiers.
The Guaymí quickly rushed from their huts and clutched their spears. This trick took a lot of courage. Ponce de
León announced to Chief Urracá that his Spanish soldiers were tired and beaten, and asked the Guaymí leader
about discussing plans for peace between the Spanish and the tribes of Panama. Urracá ordered his soldiers to
lower their swords, and invited  Ponce de León into his hut to discuss a possible treaty. Once he entered, Ponce de
León’s forgot all about his evil plan for a moment as his eyes fell upon the chief’s daughter, truly the most beautiful
girl he had ever seen. As Ponce de León and her father spoke and made plans for a peace treaty, she began to fall
for the brave Spanish leader, as well. Within minutes, plans were made for Chief Urracá to accompany Ponce de
León to the city of Nata de los Caballeros in order to sign the peace treaty with Spanish Governor Pedrarias. Luba
insisted upon accompanying her father to Nata de los Caballeros.

The Legend of Chief Urraca  (cont.)

(continued next page)
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As soon as Urracá and Luba entered the city with Ponce de León, the plan was carried out, and
the Spanish soldiers rush toward Urracá, capturing him. Fearing that his daughter would be harmed,
the mighty chief surrendered. Urracá was chained and immediately forced to march to the city of

Nombre de Dios along the Caribbean coast of Panama, in order to be sent by ship to Spain to stand trial. Luba
was terrified and heartbroken, feeling that her love for Ponce de León had led to her father’s capture. Because of
his love for Luba, Ponce de León released her. Instead of returning to her village, however, and blaming herself for
her father’s capture and probable death, she fled in shame into the Panamanian jungle.

After running for miles and
miles, tired and heartbroken,
Luba collapsed to the
ground crying, laying on the
warm Panamanian soil over
which her father had ruled
for so many years. Out of
respect for her family and
love for her father who had
ruled over it, the Panamanian
hills and valleys embraced
young Luba, touched by her
sad love story, and made her
a part of the great mountains
forever. Even today, near the Panamanian city of El Valle de Antón, visitors can glance up at the India Dormida
mountains, and see the silhouette of the sleeping Indian girl staring up at the sky.

Little did the sleeping Guaymí maiden realize that her brave father, Chief Urracá, would use his strength and
wisdom to escape the Spanish soldiers before arriving in Nombre de Dios. After escaping and upon returning to his
village, the great Guaymí leader convinced the chiefs from the surrounding villages, most of whom were his enemies,
to form a strong alliance of all Panamanian tribes in order to force the Spanish invaders from their homeland. By
now, the Spanish soldiers were so afraid of the Panamanian warriors that they avoided conflict with them whenever
possible. Eventually, the Spanish left the isthmus of Panama. Chief Urracá died in 1531, still a free warrior, and was
buried among the mountains where his daughter’s image slept.

Follow-Up Questions & Activities
1. After listening to the story about Chief Urracá and his daughter, Luba, which parts of the story do you think
could be fact, and which parts might be make-believe.
2. Did you learn anything new about Indians? If so, discuss with your classmates.
3. Can you see the head and the face of Luba made by the India Dormida mountains pictured
above? Can you see where the legend of Luba might have started?
4. In this story, who were the good guys and who were the bad guys? Could you imagine the story
with a different ending? Does this fictional story compare at all to stories of American Indians and
cowboys you may have head or seen on television before?
5. Teachers, distribute paper and crayolas, colored pencils or markers and allow students to

draw their favorite scene from the story, or a picture of their favorite character. Display the
finished pictures in your room.

The Legend of Chief Urraca  (cont.)

India Dormida mountains near El Valle de Antón, Panama
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Saving Panama’s Golden Frog
Panama is very proud of the Golden Frog. Even though there are many different types of frogs
throughout the country, the Golden Frog is considered most special. In Panama, pictures of the
Golden Frog can be found on lottery tickets, formed in pottery, and sewn into the country’s famous
“mola” fabric designs. Every year on August 14, the country celebrates Golden Frog Day. Originally,
if a Panamanian saw a Golden Frog in the wild, it was considered good luck to pick it up and carry
it home. However, finding the Golden Frog in the wild is no longer possible! Because of a deadly
fungus which spread across Panama, the Golden Frog is now considered extinct in the wild!
Today, Panama’s Golden Frog can only be found in zoos!

Activities - First, teach your students about extinction. Explain that some animals, because of disease, hunting
or a changing planet begin to decline in number, along with certain plants... and can eventually disappear! They
become extinct. Ask students how the planet could change (which would effect animals). Some examples would
be pollution or climate change. Discuss with them other animals which have become extinct. Most familiar to them
might be the dinosaurs, however you could also talk about such animals as the dodo, the Tasmanian wolf, the great
auk. Unfortunately, there are hundreds of them. Explain that, at one time, the American bald eagle came close to
becoming extinct. That is why governments now protect certain animals. Have a discussion with students about
what they can do to help protect animals.

Sharing information is one of the best ways to protect animals. If the people in Panama (including
children) had learned early enough about the deadly fungus, maybe they could have
helped to save the Golden Frog. Fortunately, they still
survive in zoos, and many zoos are working
to breed new Golden Frog families, in
hopes of someday releasing them back
into the wild (but they first must make
sure that the fungus is gone!).

One way Panama helped spread the
word about the endangered Golden
Frog was through their annual Golden
Frog Day celebration on August 14. So
why don’t you throw a Golden Frog
celebration in your classroom to
teach other students throughout
your school about animal
conservation? Have students create
a Golden Frog parade or hold “Leap
Frog” contests at recess or PE class. You
can even have parents
prepare “tastes” of
traditional Panamanian
dishes, fruits and desserts.
Email Memphis in May
(mim@memphisinmay.org)...

(continued next page)
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... and ask if they can help you identify Panamanians living in Memphis, who might be able to help you with ideas
for your Golden Frog festival, and maybe even attend and speak to your students about their native country. To
celebrate a resurgence of the Golden Frog species, make copies of this page, distribute to students, have students
color and cut out their frog  (read “About the Golden Frog” below for colors and markings), and display them
throughout your room (even multiplying and spreading out of your classroom door and onto the hallway wall for all
students to see!). Since this frog is considered lucky, “reward” students with one of these Golden Frog cutouts...
for extra credit, for helping to clean the classroom, for being quiet and being in their desk on time.

About the Golden Frog - The adult Golden Frog is bright yellow with several inky black spots on their
backs and legs (use that description to color your cutout frog!). They lived around the swiftly flowing streams and
rivers throughout Panama. The frog is actually known for secreting a neurotoxin through its skin which helps them
to protect themselves from predators. In fact, it is their diet which helps them produce the toxins, and the more
insects they eat, the more toxic their skin secretions become! The baby tadpoles are actually born in those fast
flowing streams. They start out white, then change to brown in color. Once they are young frogs, they are green in
color, and don’t change to yellow until they’re adults.

But why does the frog cutout on the previous page appear to be waving? That’s called semaphore, a form of sign
language practiced by the Golden Frog. These frogs have no eardrums. Even if they did, the loud noise of the

rushing stream water would make it difficult for them to hear each other (even though they do make a whistling
sound), so scientists believe that the Golden Frog “waves” to communicate to other frogs!

Saving the Golden Frog -  (continued from the previous page)

Make Your Own Panamanian Flag
Share with your students about the Panamanian flag and coat of arms on page 14 of this guide.
Discuss how countries use their flag and coat of arms, and why a national flag is important to a
country and its people. Ask them where they have seen flags from different countries (maybe when

watching the Olympics on television). Ask them where they see the American flag. Explain to your students that,
aside from just looking pretty, the colors and designs on a flag usually mean something. Ask them about the design
of the American flag, and what is included on it. Explain to them what the colors and the stars and stripes mean.

Activity - Imagine that Panamanian President Ricardo Martinelli called your classroom, and explained to your
students that Panama was looking for a new flag (of course, this would never happen, because Panamanians are
very proud of their flag!). They want a new flag that really depicts their country, and includes items of which the
Panamanian people are very proud. Give each student a sheet of paper, as well as a supply of crayolas, colored
pencils, construction paper or markers. Before they begin designing, have them research their flag and decide what
they want to include. From this curriculum guide, from the Internet, or from print resources, show students different
images which relate to Panama, including pictures of wildlife, plants, landmarks, geography and people. Students
might consider a jaguar, toucan or a Golden Frog. They might consider the Panama Canal, a Kuna “mola,” a
sombrero pintado hat, a Panamanian dancer, a house on stilts, a white cathedral, a palm tree,
even a horizontal map of Panama. Have students also consider colors. Maybe it’s the green of
the rain forest, or the blue of the Caribbean or Pacific coasts. Maybe its multiple colors of a Kuna
“mola” or of the polleras, the national costume of Panama. Have each student create his or her
own Panama flag (or, if they prefer, their own Panamanian coat of arms), have each student
explain to the class the colors and designs they chose, and then display the flags in your classroom.
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And with this Learning Unit about the Republic of Panama... it’s both “what” you know and “who”
you know. Let’s start, however, with the “what.” Among the “whats” your students will learn more
about during this exploration of Panama will be, of course, the Panama Canal, one of the modern
engineering wonders of the world. To get your students started, here are a few fun and fascinating
facts about the Panama Canal to share with them.

Fun Facts About the Panama Canal
1. The construction of a canal across the isthmus now
known as Panama was first suggested over 500 years
ago by Charles V, the Holy Roman Emperor in 1534.
2. If the dirt that was bulldozed away to build the
Panama Canal was loaded onto railroad cars to haul
away, it would have taken so many railroad cars that,
linked together, they would circle the world four times!
3. More than 60 million pounds of dynamite was used
to excavate and construct the Panama Canal. That’s a
lot of explosions!
4. Today, a ship traveling from New York to San
Francisco would cut 7,872 miles off of its trip by using
the Panama Canal. Because of this shortcut, nearly 14,000 ships now sail through the Panama Canal every year.
5. The dollar toll fee charged to any ship (or anything) sailing through the Panama Canal is based on its weight. The
most expensive toll charge to date was $330,000, charged to a Disney cruise ship in 2008. The least expensive toll
fee was 36 cents, charged to adventurer Richard Halliburton (who was from Memphis!) who swam the entire
length of the Panama Canal in 1928.
6. The Panama Canal generates a full one-third of the entire country’s economy.

Of course, there are many more “whats” about Panama than just the Panama Canal. Begin your lesson about
Panama by discussing the country with your students. Ask if any of them know anything about Panama. If so, list
these on the board, and then add additional “whats” they learn about Panama as you continue your lessons.

Starting Activity About the “Who” of Panama
So we’ve talked a little about the “whats;” now a little about the “whos.” In this learning unit for grades 3 - 5, your
students will be introduced to Panama’s diverse indigenous people. They’ll also be introduced to capybaras,
capuchins and coatimundis! However, let’s start this adventure exploring the Republic of Panama by introducing
your students to some of the country’s famous people. Many are listed on pages 11 - 13. Hundreds more are
available online on such sites as http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_Panamanians. They include famous actors,
politicians, artists, musicians, writers and scientists. Help each student choose a famous Panamanian from this
guide or from the internet, and ask them to research their person. Once they learn more, it is then their assignment
to “introduce” their famous Panamanian to the rest of the class. They can do so through a written report, a poster
collage, a PowerPoint presentation, or even by bringing the person to life by dressing up like them and

reciting some of their accomplishments.

It’s Not Just What You Know,
But Who You Know!
Grades 3-5 Learning Unit

Workers at the Panama Canal. Credit: visitpanama.com
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Panama has about 300,000 indigenous citizens, which comprise about thirteen percent of the country’s
total population. While some have been assimilated into urban life, most are members of distinct
Panamanian indigenous groups which maintain their own cultures, languages and communities. About

half of Panama’s indigenous people live in various comarcas, which are designated areas set aside by the Panamanian
government over the last 60 years, which allow them guaranteed rights to self-government. Many of these groups
stay among themselves, and remain suspicious of outsiders. Others have created a commercial economy based on
inviting tourists to experience their unique customs, lifestyles and culture.

This activity will give students the exciting opportunity to research and explore one of Panama’s indigenous cultures,
then share their findings with the rest of the class. This can be accomplished as an individual student activity,
however more interesting presentations may come from dividing the class into small groups, with each assigned a
different indigenous community. After reviewing the brief profiles of the most prominent indigenous people of
Panama, involve students in the questions and activities which follow.

Ngöbe-Buglé - The largest indigenous community lives reclusively in the western
highlands of Panama, and total over 188,000 people. Their original habitat was
along the coasts, however the arrival of banana corporations and cattle ranchers in
the 1930s forced them into the highlands. Their comarca, not established until
1997, covers almost one-tenth of Panama’s surface area.

Kuna (Tule) - During the early 20th century, the
newly formed Panamanian government tried to
suppress Kuna traditions and Westernize the culture.
In 1925, the Kuna, famous for their fabric mola designs, were granted political
autonomy. Approximately 65,000 Kuna inhabit the southern Caribbean zone and
the San Blas Archipelago consisting of over 400 tiny islands. Their original language
is known as Duleigaiya.

Emberá-Wounaan - These are actually two tribes,
who in the past have been known collectively as the

Chocos, but the name is seldom used today, and their combined name is preferred.
They live in rain forests on both the Pacific and the Caribbean slopes of the eastern
Darién, where they use poison blow darts to hunt. Although they are culturally
similar, they speak different languages. Their population is about 22,000.

Bokota - Also known as the Bogotá, this small tribe of less than 1,000 persons
lives in Bocas del Toro, in the same region as the Teribe, and north of Veraguas.

They still use tools like bows and arrows, spears and fish nets.
They wear necklaces, facial paint of black and red, and shiny hair
combs. They make hats of vegetable fibers, backpacks, baskets,
and daily dresses called cobo. They live in round houses on stilts.

Teribe (Naso) - This group of about 3,800 live along the rivers on
the mainland of Bocas del Toro. They are trying to gain comarca
status from the Panamanian government. They are one of the few
native American indigenous groups or tribes that continues to have
a monarchy. The succession, according to tradition, would follow
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Introducing the Indigenous  (cont.)

from the king to his brother, to the older son of the previous king.
Since the 1980s, succession is based on the vote of the adult
population.

Bri-Bri (Bribri) - The original inhabitants of Talamanca number about 5,200 today.
Their language and culture has been in existence for thousands of years and has
remained relatively untouched by outside influences. They farm about 120 different
crops for food, medicine, commercial trading and to use for building materials. A
sub-tribe of the Bri-Bri, the Kekoldi farm iguanas to keep up the iguana population.

Questions & Activities
After studying the indigenous cultures
of Panama listed on these pages, ask
students to discuss any perceived
similarities or differences between
these communities and their own
neighborhood. Ask them if they can
think of any indigenous groups which
live within any of the United States
(they may think of Native American
communities like the Navajo or Hopi
of the American southwest, but they
may not think of indigenous
Hawaiians or Eskimos of Alaska.

Divide your classroom into 6 small
groups. Have each group choose
one of the Panamanian indigenous
groups listed on these pages. Give
them several days to research their group, and to learn as much as possible about their cuisine, culture, dress,
handicrafts, leadership, housing, schooling and history. Have students determine where in Panama their indigenous
community is mostly located. Have students work within their groups to prepare a classroom presentation about
their Panamanian group. Their presentation can be an oral presentation or an audio/visual presentation. They can
bring examples of handicrafts made in the style of their indigenous group, they can perform dances which are
customary of their group, they can attempt to learn words written in the native language of their group and present
those words on flash cards, they can dress in costumes which are similar to their indigenous community, they can
write and present a skit which acts out a folktale from their group’s heritage.

After each of your classroom groups completes the research and preparation of their indigenous group’s rich and
unique culture, consider incorporating them into a cultural celebration of Panama’s many diverse people. Have the
class work together to decorate the entire classroom with a Panamanian theme. Invite other students and classrooms
from your school (or even parents) to attend the festival. You might even invite some parents to participate and to
prepare some easy Panamanian food for sampling, or to bring some native fruits from Panama. Use this

 curriculum guide for other ideas to incorporate into your festival.

Bri-Bri girl

Kuna woman sells handmade molas. Credit: visitpanama.com
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1. It is the official language of the Kuna people (10):    ___________________________

2. “The Big Ditch” (2 words) (11):  _________________________________________

3. The traditional fabric designs of the Kuna people (5): _________________________

4. Taking this amphibian home is said to bring good luck (2 words) (10): _____________

5. This dormant volcano is Panama’s highest peak (2 words) (10): __________________

6. The official name of Memphis in May’s honored country (3 words) (16): ___________

7. Spaniard who first claimed Panama’s Caribbean coast (3 words) (17): ____________

8. Country from which Panama gained its independence in 1903 (8): ________________

9. Treaty which returned the canal to Panama (2 hyphenated words) (15): ____________

10. The 49th president of Panama (2 words) (17): ______________________________

11. Dictator removed and tried for drug trafficking (7): __________________________

12. Spanish name of the national anthem (2 words) (12): _________________________

13. Guaymi chief dipicted on a Panamanian coin (2 words) (11): ___________________

14.Largest indigenous tribe of Panama (2 words) (10): __________________________

15. Device used to raise ships through a canal (4): ______________________________

16. Canal connects this body of water with the Pacific (2 words) (12): ______________

17. Traditional, embroidered skirts of Panamanian women (8): ____________________

18. National bird of Panama (2 words) (10): _________________________________

19. The river from which Gatun Lake was formed (7): ___________________________

20. Held world boxing titles at four different weights (5): ________________________

21. Welsh pirate who burned Panama City to the ground (3 words) (18): _____________

22. First female president of Panama (7): ____________________________________

23. U.S. president who championed the canal (9): ______________________________

24. Of Panama’s 960 species of birds, 55 are these (12): ______________________

Panama links two continents and two huge bodies of water. This lesson plan links
two different activities. Test what you’ve already learned about the Republic of
Panama in order to complete this Two-Part Word Search. Students should first

answer the 24 questions below. Answers can be found by searching through this guide or the
Internet. Then locate each of the 24 answers hidden within the “Word Search” puzzle on the
following page. Words can be written forward or backward, across, up and down or diagonally.
The number at the end of each question is the number of letters in the answer. Answers can be found on page 68.
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Make copies of the Word Search puzzle below, and distribute to your students. After answering the
24 questions on the previous page about Memphis in May’s honored country of Panama, have them
locate those words within the Word Search puzzle below. They should circle each answer as it runs
forward or backward, either across, up and down or diagonally. Answers to this puzzle can be found on page 68.

R A G E
M C T I C O U H A P O C S A A I N MR
E H A L R B A P H C O C S D D S I CO
T B S T F A T E M T A I A Y U I K EB
S S S J O S Y D A Y L N L A T S C LA
I T R A C K E T I L O O A H A T O CR

O Y E T D E O G E L J S V L E O T TC

N G O B E B U G L E K E O B S M S TR
M A S I B O U I N E S M L N E R G LU
I N D G K L U U U A R P C M D R N EA
H A R P Y E A G L E A M A U A C O VO
P A I A N L S A A M M G N U O S L ET
U B B E M U E P A E E O B P O X I ST
C J G N Q O E R M I A M A N A P F OE
O T N B U L L L R P H Y R E A I P OK
E N I A T I O O N H G E U S T C I RJ
T M M A A T N C E L A L O N E T P SE
W L M H I O N K H D D R I D O U E UR
O D U N M A R K O I R O A R N I S DI

I N H Z A L C C N S O Y L C H I E FV
W L T H O A N Y H A M M S T O S E LL
L E C A P T A I N H E N R Y M O R GE

N A A T
E N G O
A S B R
I E L R
S A L I
M H A J

S D N O

L O S S
P L O C
V I S A
D G H R
G H C T
Q T R E
U P E R
B I O S
W A R U
R M A N
P A B P
O D L O

C A R R
N N B U
N A O E

S R M D
I K A S
O U N O
W S T H
K A C R
K H O O

R A B D

H C E R
N U L I
G Z B G
W M E O
I N R D
D A S E
C I L B
D R S A
U W O S
V R R T
A D W I
J U A D

U R R A
P A I S
A N D A

O P A G F P E Y O U F S
A N R T O I D A W C S T
N E C E O N N W C A A W
S N O C
T R A M
K O S L
D E L M
N E R R

S R S H
C I R I
E B U R
A B N S
I E I V

B P A O
O D R A
A R T L
O T O P
A G G N

T A G O R F NL
P N A U O N IS
A U A V U D EE
C E I R W R DR
A M I P B L PG
U K C T A N NA
I A S A R N NH

O L U M B I AC
N B R A H L P M P A L RE

E D L O G J C
A U A S A I G
R L S R V A T
T E L R A T A
M I L L E N I
I G A N M N M
O A N H Y A N
R I G R A B L

Y D

Two-Part Word Search Puzzle
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The following is a fairly recent Panamanian folktale which arose from actual historic accounts of the
country which serves as a trading link between the Atlantic and Pacific Ocean. Before reading this
Panamanian folktale aloud to the class, explain to students that this folktale borrows from historic

events, and also applies lifelike traits to various items from nature. Teachers are encouraged to use a map of the
Republic of Panama (like the one on pages 54 - 55) to aid in explaining the origins of this folktale to students. The
map may also help students to answer the questions and complete the activities which follow this folktale.

Historical Notes

The key to the operation of the
48-mile long Panama Canal,
which links the Caribbean Sea
to the Pacific Ocean, is Gatun
Lake. With an area of 164
square miles, Gatun is the
world’s largest artificial lake. It
lies just west of the famous
Panama Canal, and helps
provide the necessary
waterflow for the canal’s
intricate link of locks which
raise and lower ships between
the two large bodies of water.
However, this large lake was
originally formed by capturing
the force of Panama’s mighty
Chagres River. This river’s
source began in the mountains toward the center of the narrow country, and its strong currents ran between
mountains for 120 miles until it reached the Caribbean Sea. A gigantic dam was built between two mountains to
block the Chagres River, with its waters spilling over its banks to create the enormous lake. The dam itself is 8,400
feet long and a half mile wide at its base. The dam halted the flow of the mighty Chagres River, but helped launched
the engineering marvel known as the Panama Canal.

The Chagres Folktale  (Special Thanks to Sue Core, “Ravelings From a Panama Tapestry”)

Twenty years after Christopher Columbus first sailed from Spain to discover the “New World,” his fourth westward
trip brought him to the narrow isthmus which, like a large dragon, divided the great Atlantic Ocean (across which
he had sailed) and the huge Pacific Ocean. From Columbus’ first visit, through many other failed attempts by
various conquistadors, man had dreamed about plans to create a man-made passageway through the thick jungles.
However, even if such a passage were possible, how would these explorer’s guide their mighty boats over the tops
of the granite mountains along the center of the land bridge?

This folktale tells of the stern god, Paquo Meecho, the commander of all of the green, leafy regions of the forest.
Paquo Meecho could be incredibly mean to those who made him angry or broke his rules of the rain forest,
however he could also be kind and fair to those who obeyed his demands. For centuries, all of

Panamanian Folktale

Gatun Lake, Panama. Credit: visitpanama.com
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Panamanian Folktale  (cont.)

Paquo Meecho’s obedient children existed peacefully along this long jungle bridge, living in harmony.
These children included the tallest trees of the jungle, the mightiest stones, the frolicking waters, even
the tiniest mushrooms and blades of grass. They worked perfectly together. The rivers provided
water to the plants; the trees provided necessary shade in a very hot region; the soil and grasses provided food to
communities of animals. Paquo Meecho, the ruler
of this ancient jungle world, was happy.

However, as man began exploring the shores and
the potential passages of this narrow jungle, some
of Paquo Meecho’s children within the jungle
had begun to grumble about his rigid rules. Among
these was the grumpy Chagres River. He was a
massive river, and believed he was large and
powerful enough to question Paquo Meecho’s
rules, whereas the tiny mosses and blades of grass
would never question the ruler of the jungle on
their own. “Why should I, the mighty Chagres,
be forced to obey Paquo Meecho?” The river
Chagres had become bored with its banks, and
had become irritated with Paquo Meecho’s
insistence that it flow first this direction before curving to flow the other direction. “Why can’t I flow in the direction
I want to flow?”

With each year, Chagres grew more and more angry, its currents roaring down the mountains and expressing his
anger by uprooting a tree from his banks and tossing a heavy boulder in his way. As he rushed down toward the
sea, grumbling all the way, the other jungle inhabitants were listening and they, too, began to grow restless.

“Maybe we are unfairly punished, also,” murmured the grasses. “If it were up to us, we would push those tall trees
aside and warm our green blades under the rays of sunshine. However, Paquo Meecho insists that we stay shaded.”
The velvety carpet of moss which grew in the shade alongside the river also gained confidence and began to
complain. “Why should we be forced to cover these rocks for millions of years simply because Paquo Meecho
demands it? Let those rocks cover themselves from now on!” With a rebellious twist, the smooth moss curled up,
leaving the stone surfaces to smolder under the hot Panamanian sun.

“What about us?” swayed the trees. “We, too, would like to live our lives without having monkeys and sloths
climbing throughout our branches, and without having to obey Paquo Meecho’s jungle laws.” Several trees gave a
rebellious shake of their leaves, tossing a few screeching squirrel monkeys to the ground.

The spirit of protest and revolt spread through the jungle. Chagres, the instigator of the uprising,
bubbled with success and flowed triumphantly toward the Caribbean Sea, truly believing he had
ended the reign of Paquo Meecho. However, the strong winds which regularly blow from the sea
and over the land and mountains of Panama whispered the warnings of rebellion to the ears of the
restful jungle god, and Paquo Meecho’s voice began to rumble with thunder. He quickly called all
of his naughty jungle children together… grass, trees, moss and all… even the poor bruised
squirrel monkey. The trees shivered all the way to their roots; the grass bowed their apologetic

(continued next page)
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Panamanian Folktale  (cont.)
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 blades to the ground. However, it was the mischievous Chagres he addressed.

“Upon thee, wicked Chagres, shall fall the heaviest punishment because you are the one I blame the
most. For your punishment, you will never again be allowed to freely run downhill to the sea. From now on and
forever, your flowing power will be stopped and your waters will
only toil for the industrial efforts of mankind. From now on and
forever, you must carry the burden of their mighty ships over
the very hilltops and valleys over which your waters used to
flow. From now on, your waters will stand placid and still.”

Quaking with fear and dreading their own punishment, the other
wrongdoers waited as Paquo Meecho’s accusing stare turned
on them. “You naughty moss and grasses, since you chose to listen
to the rebellious ideas of the River Chagres instead of me, you will be
banished from my sight, and shall abide forever beneath his now still
waters. And now, my traitorous trees who were once trusted jungle
lookouts… you will no longer sway in the Caribbean breezes. From
now on, instead of the jungles, your bony branches will rise above
the stagnant waters of Chagres.” The still-aggravated squirrel
monkey giggled at the harsh punishment.

Leaving the sorrowful valley of the Chagres, with trees drooping with remorse, Paquo Meecho moved forth to
fulfill his punishments. Speaking silently to the hearts and minds of men, he gave them the ingenious idea of harnessing
the powerful, rebellious river for their own industrial needs… putting it to work forever to haul their heavy ships
from ocean to ocean. Since all things must be done which Paquo Meecho commands, the races of men did as they
were told. They dug a great canal, they built a mighty dam, and the naughty yet once mighty king of the jungle
waters was stopped… turned from a flowing river into a silent lake… and as its waters flooded its banks and
covered the valley between the hills, it drowned the moss and grass beneath it, and surrounded the silent trees.

Questions

1.  Can you describe how a man-made dam might transform a straight, flowing river into a large, still lake?

2.  Considering the Chagres River, the Panama Canal and Gatun Lake… which one was not created by the work
of people? Looking at the map of Panama, locate and identify the Panama Canal and Gatun Lake. Looking at a
map which shows both the continent of North America and South America, why do you think planners chose
Panama as the location for the Panama Canal?

3.  Discuss the various reasons why you know that the story of Paquo Meecho is a folktale, rather
than a true story.

4.  What is moss? (See if your teacher can show you a photo, or bring a sample to class.) What is
a sloth? (See if your teacher can show you a picture. Discuss its characteristics.) Have your
teacher show you a photo of a squirrel monkey. Why do you think it deserves its name?

5.  Teachers, re-read the sentences from the story that contain the following words, and see
if students can determine what each means:  (a) insistence, (b) apologetic, (c) traitorous, (d)
stagnant.
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The Lock is the Key to the Canal
Much will be said about the Panama Canal in this guide. This waterway is one of the most important
man-made structures in world history. However, among the most important aspects of the Panama
Canal are its intricate locks. Why do canals incorporate locks? Exactly what purpose do they
serve? This art-infused lesson plan provides students with the “key” to unlocking the secret of locks.

Activity - Through this art activity, children discuss the canal system of transportation and analyze its construction.
Students will also examine how locks modified the engineering of canals. Children compare and contrast the lock
system’s construction and operation from its inception to modern times. Students work as a group to design their
own lock system replica using engineering elements discussed in class.

1. Canals like the Panama Canal allow boats to transport goods through man-made connective waterways. The
canal system allows freight to be moved more quickly and efficiently than in the past. Why was the
Panama Canal system more effective than previous modes of transportation?
2. Examine a map of Panama with your students. Aside from the Canal, have them examine other
geographical aspects of the country. Hopefully they will realize that a mountain chain runs across
the country. Have them theorize how the ships scale these mountains to get to the other coast.
3. Moving boats from one elevation to another incorporates watertight chambers called locks. A
series of locks connects two waterways. When the ship enters a lock, it is filled or drained of
water to change the boats elevation and move it to the next level. Research the engineering of
locks and discuss your findings.
4. People called locktenders operated the lock system. They worked long, hard days to keep the
locks running. Today locks are generally
mechanized. Locks originally constructed of
timber and stone are made of steel and concrete
today. Compare the changes in lock
construction and operation. How have these
changes impacted the canal system?
5. For older students, have them research the
country of Panama’s new commitment toward
the building of a third lane of locks to increase
the number of ships served. When is the new
lane of locks expected to be completed? How
much is the new project expected to cost? How
many workers will work on the project?
4. Using your research as a guide, work as a
group to construct a representation of lock
system out of clay and recycled materials.
Incorporate recycled materials like cardboard
or craft sticks to build the chambers. Create
boats from clay or other modeling compounds
to bring the model to life. Add additional
recycled materials to replicate water and other
canal features. To get their creative juices
flowing, show them the clay example featured
                       in the picture to the right.
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Building locks in Panama. Credit: visitpanama.com
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It could be considered a small, ecological Garden of Eden. Smaller than Tennessee, it serves as a
critical and continental link. Despite its size, it boasts ten distinct ecological zones, from coastal

mangrove forests and cloud forests to swampy wetlands and rain forests. As two huge continents
stretch their fingertips to touch the  borders of Panama, the country boasts wildlife from each, like deer and coyotes
from North America and jaguars and capybaras of South America. These pages provide a visual glimpse at dozens
of Panama’s animals, just a very small fraction of those within Panama’s borders. For your students, there’s always
something new to learn about a country with more biodiversity per square mile than the Amazon.

Activities
1. Begin this lesson plan by sharing with students the three dozen animals pictured on these two
pages. Don’t go in depth explaining each. As you present each animal, ask students to  raise their
hands if they have ever heard of that animal before. Then, either by posting all 36 animals on the
board, or by distributing copies of these pages to the class, or by addressing each animal one by
one, ask you students the questions on the following page. You can allow them to answer as a
group classroom discussion, or turn it into a Panamanian quiz by having them write down their
answers and turn them in. Additional activities follow the questions.

Panamanian Wildlife
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Panamanian Wildlife  (cont.)

Tapir Red-Eyed Tree Frog Manatee Quetzal Peccary Poison Dart
Frog

Keel-Billed Toucan Capybaras Coral Snake Rhino Beetle Vampire Bat Ridley Turtle

Orca Margay Sea Horse Speckled Bear Moray Eel Tamandua

Questions
A. Of all of the Panamanian animals pictured, which do you think could also be found in the wild in the
United States? Discuss or list where in the U.S. you think you could find them.
B. There are six main classes of animals in the world: mammals, fish, reptiles, fish, birds, amphibians and invertebrates
(including insects and spiders). To which animal class do you think each of these Panamanian creatures belongs?
C. Among animals, there are two types of sleeping patterns - diurnal (those which run around in the daytime) and
nocturnal (those which run around at night). Try to identify each of these Panamanian animals as either diurnal or
nocturnal.
D. Among animals, there are three primary types of eating habits - carnivores (animals which eat meat, including
other animals), herbivores (animals which eat plants), and omnivores (animals which eat both plants and animals).
Try to identify whether each of the Panamanian animals pictured are carnivores, herbivores or omnivores.
E. This question is a bit tougher, and may need some additional help and teaching from the teacher. Animals are
either warm-blooded or cold-blooded. Warm-blooded animals can make their own body heat even when it is cold
outside. Whether it is hot outside or there is a snowstorm, warm-blooded animals have body temperatures that
usually stay the same. Cold-blooded animals become hotter and colder, depending on the temperature outside.
Now, try to identify whether these animals are warm-blooded or cold-blooded. (continued next page)
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Panamanian Wildlife  (cont.)

Now More Activities
2. Create a rain forest in your classroom. Use a wall in your classroom or the hallway

outside your classroom to create a Panamanian rain forest. Have students use construction paper and
butcher paper to create trees, vines, running water and flowering plants (have them research Panama’s plant-life to
create appropriate species). Then have them utilize their artistic talents to create indigenous Panamanian animals to
inhabit the rain forest. Animals can include birds, mammals, reptiles, amphibians and insects. When adding the
animals to the rain forest mural, hide some of the bugs and animals deep within the foliage, as if they were hiding.
This will make the mural more fun for other students, who get to search for all of the hidden rain forest animals.

3. Researching animals and groups of animals. Panama boasts more biodiversity than almost any
country in the world, even greater than the Amazon. Depending on the ages of your students, have them draw
pictures of a Panamanian animal and write an accompanying paper, or, if older, have them research and write a
paper regarding one of the animal groups unique to Panama. For example, Panama boasts over 55 varieties of
hummingbirds, so have a student or group of students research and write a paper about the hummingbird population
of Panama, describing the various types, how they are different, what they eat, how they nest, etc. For other topics:
Panama hosts more than 10,000 known plant species, including 1,500 varieties of trees and 678 species of ferns
(obviously, they can’t cover all of those plants in one paper, but they can write an overview or choose a specific
species). Over 1,200 species of orchids can be found in Panama. Over 960 species of birds fly throughout the
trees of Panama (twelve of those species can only be found in Panama, so a student could research and write about
those twelve). There are over 230 mammal species. Almost half of Panama’s mammal species are bats. Panama
has six species of tropical cats. There are seven species of monkeys. There are 120 species of snakes. There are
five species of marine turtles which come ashore at Panama to lay their eggs. If you have a very brave student, they
can tackle a paper about the country which is thought to have more than 18,600 insect species per acre!

4. Animals nearing extinction. What can you do?  Endangered animals are animal species that
have a low global population, which puts them at an immediate risk for extinction. According to the Smithsonian
Conservation Biology Institute, one in eight birds, one in four mammals and one in three amphibians are currently
endangered. Teaching about endangered animals can motivate students to make a difference and help solve problems
like exploitation and pollution. To help students understand the logistics of animal endangerment, spend class time
explaining and answering questions on related terms and definitions. For younger students, understanding basic
terms like “extinct,” “species,” and “habitat” will help them grasp the causes and effects of animal endangerment.
For older students, understanding more advanced terms like “biodiversity” and “bycatch” can help them broaden
their understanding of why animals go extinct and how people can work to prevent it. One strategy for teaching
definitions is to divide the class into two teams and play a game. You read either a term or definition aloud and have
students “buzz in” or raise their hands to provide the answers. The team with the most correct answers wins.

Creating an Endangered Animals Chart

This lesson plan requires that students have access to online animal resources, such as the Bagheera website, which
National Geographic recommends. Each student, pair of students or group (depending on class size) should use
this resource or others like it to research five endangered animals. Students can display the information they gather
on charts, which can feature column or row titles such as “Habitat,” “Causes of Endangerment” or “Geographical
Range.” Once completed, students can give presentations on their charts in front of the class.

Read more: Lesson Plans for Endangered Animals | eHow http://www.ehow.com/
info_7801850_lesson-plans-endangered-animals.html#ixzz2UQScQWaG
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Panama is a country of many festivals and public holidays. Aside from commemorating historical
events, festivals include Catholic celebrations (including an homage to each town’s patron saint),
agricultural fairs and cultural pageants that reflect the country’s ethnic diversity. Most continue for
several days, include music, dancing, parades, and lots of fun. The largest is Carnival, a five-day celebration, best
displayed in the tiny Azuero town of Las Tablas.

Another famous festival, Los Santos’ Corpus
Christi festival is known for its Devil Dances,
which can be traced to Spanish origins. The
highlight involves the fight between the diablos
sucios (dirty devils), who represent evil, and the
diablo blanco (white devils), representing good.
The diablo sucios wear red-and-black striped
jumpsuits, red capes, and elaborate paper
mache masks adorned with macaw feathers.

Activity: Creating Devil Masks
Vocabulary: Students should learn the
following words - Symmetry, balance, relief, ritual, ancestor, concentric, geometric, exaggeration, distortion, unity.

Objectives: Students will (a) become aware of masks used in Panama celebrations, and compare
with those in various cultures, (b) study the characteristics of masks, specifically noting the design
elements, (c) create a paper mask using a variety of paper sculpting techniques, and (d) utilize
elements and principles of design in a 3-dimensional form, showing balance and repetition.

Materials: Various mask handouts and photographic examples, 9" x 12" construction paper,
assorted colors of construction paper scraps, scissors (including fancy scissors, optional), white
glue, fishing line or yarn for tying or hanging (optional), and feather assortment or other decorations (if desired).

Instruction: Demonstrate a variety of paper sculpting techniques that can be applied to masks (curling for hair,
folding for noses, curving for eyelids, crimping for hair, etc.). Demonstrate clipping the top and chin of mask and
gluing to make three dimensional. Encourage the layering colors. Review students’ color planning.

Procedures: The basic form is made with a 9 x 12 inch piece of construction paper. Fold paper, draw contour
for mask and cut out. The paper is held vertically and then the center top and bottom is cut in about 2 inches. The
cut section is pulled together and glued to create a 3-D shape. Students build onto the mask form considering
symmetry (cut two shapes at one time - cut nose and mouth with center on the fold), breaking the edge (extending
beyond the contour of the mask), layering of color, and patterns. “Breaking the edge” involves forms that
extend beyond the basic oval of the mask. This can be accomplished in a variety of ways - adding horns, hair,
beards, scalloped edges, geometric shapes. Laying of color means, for example, a yellow triangle added to a black
mask. Then a smaller red triangle can be glued in the center of the yellow one. Patterns are made by repeating lines,
shapes, or a theme. Try creative folding to create 3-D forms that can be glued to the mask.

Evaluation: (a) Did students show an understanding of mask characteristics in designing their own mask? (b)
Did students try a variety of paper sculpting techniques to create relief elements? (c) Did students show design
principles of balance, repetition, and unity in placement of colors and shapes? (d) Did students make wise
                    choices?  (e) Did students exhibit craftsmanship in cutting and gluing?

Creating A Devil Festival Mask
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Well, you’ve learned a lot, but have you learned everything about Panama? Before we sail home
from this country, let’s take one more simple “True or False” quiz. Either distribute this page, or  read

the captions aloud, and ask students to guess whether each is true or false. Answers are on page 68.

Panamanian True or False

1.  True   False
In 1671, pirate Henry Morgan
burned Panama City to the
ground, and tourists still visit
its ruins.

2.  True   False
Wealthy women envied the
cool cotton dress of peasants,
so decorated it, creating the
polleras, the national costume.

3.  True   False
Coiba island was once a prison
with up to 3,000 prisoners
who rarely escaped because of
sharks surrounding the island.

4.  True   False
Thousands of female marine
turtles lay eggs on Panama’s
beaches, usually on the same
beach where they were born.

8.  True   False
Panama’s monkey sanctuary,
the world’s 2nd largest with
7,000 monkeys, was started
by releasing captive monkeys.

7.  True   False
Scotland lost so much money
attempting to start a colony in
Panama, it was forced to
become part of Great Britain.

6.  True   False
Panama’s famous 5-string
mejorana guitar, smaller than
most guitars, is carved from
only one piece of wood.

5.  True   False
The world-famous Panama
Hat isn’t made in Panama, but
in Ecuador. Instead, sombrero
pintados are made in Panama.

9.  True   False
Because of affordability,

Panama is among the
top 5 cities in the
world for retirees.

10.  True   False
Kekoldi Indians farm iguanas
like cattle to help protect them
against the threat of extinction.

11.  True   False
U.S. supergroup Van Halen
recorded “Panama,” one of
their biggest hits, after visiting
the country on tour.

12.  True   False
Panamanians used to carry
golden frogs home when they
saw one, for good luck.
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Discovering Links to Panama
Grades 6-8 Learning Unit
There are many unique comparisons that can be made between Panama and the United States,
not to mention the unique relationship between the two countries through the years. In this section
for grades 6 - 8, comparisons could be made between presidents and governments, between
economies, between major construction projects, and between foreign policies.

Should your students ever explore such comparisons, they would probably already be familiar
with many of the United States details, like form of government, presidents, etc. They would
probably know much less about Panama. So, before exploring the country of Panama, have
students first reflect on what they already know about Panama. Their knowledge may come from previous current
events, from history or geography classes, maybe even from the personal visits of family members.

As the map on pages 54 and 55 illustrates, the Republic of Panama links together two continents (and two oceans).
Below, we use the map of Panama to represent another link which is critical before completing this exploration of
Panama. Make copies of this page and distribute to students prior to beginning your study. To the left (or west) of
the Panama Canal, have students list what they already know about Panama. Some students may fill the entire list,
others may only name a few facts. Have students keep their comparison chart. Once your classroom has completed
its study of Panama, have students then list the new items they have learned about Panama. Have students discuss
which new facts were most surprising to them about this surprising Central American country.

What I Knew
About Panama

What I Learned
About Panama

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.
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The CIA online “World Factbook” at https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-world-factbook/
index.html offers information about all countries around the globe, regarding topics ranging from
natural resources, population, government, military and more. In addition to the information provided

for this activity, many more facts about the Republic of Panama and the United States are available. Consider
having students select a category from the web site not represented below, make a comparison, and present it to
the class. Use the information below to answer questions on the following page.

Panama United States

Comparing Panama & The U.S.

Population: 3,559,408 (2013 est.)

Population Growth Rate: 1.38% (2013 est.)

Total Area: 75,420 sq km

Obesity Rate: 25.4% (2008)

GDP: $56.83 billion (2012
estimate)

GDP per capita: $15,300 (2012 est.)

Labor Force: 1.509 million

Population Below
Poverty Rate: 26% (2012 est.)

Public Debt: 41% of GDP (2012 est.)

Natural Resources: copper, mahogany
forests, shrimp,
hydropower

Agriculture Products: bananas, rice, corn,
coffee, sugarcane,
vegetables; livestock;
shrimp

Exports: $17.97 billion (2012
estimate)

Export Partners: US 13.1%, South Korea
12.5%, Honduras, 10.2%,
Japan 9.3%, India 7%,
Canada 4.4% (2011)

Population: 316,668,567 (2013 est.)

Population Growth Rate: 0.9% (2013 est.)

Total Area: 9,826,675 sq km

Obesity Rate: 33% (2008)

GDP: $15.66 trillion (2012
estimate)

GDP per capita: $49, 800 (2012 est.)

Labor Force: 154.9 million

Population Below
Poverty Rate: 15.1% (2010 est.)

Public Debt: 73.6% of GDP (2012 est.)

Natural Resources: coal, copper, lead, gold,
phosphates, timber,
 uranium, iron

Agriculture Products: wheat, corn, other grains,
fruits, vegetables, cotton;
beef, pork, poultry, dairy
products; fish

Exports: 1.612 trillion (2012
estimate)

Export Partners: Canada 19%, Mexico
13.3%, China 7%, Japan
4.5% (2011)
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The information on the previous page, pulled from the CIA “World Factbook” web site, provides economic and
government comparisons between the United States and the Republic of Panama. Utilize the information provided,
as well as other research sources such as library reference materials and the Internet, to determine answers to the
following questions:

Activity - Study the charts comparing Panama and the U.S., and answer the following questions.

1.  Notice that both Panama and the United States import much more than they export.  Come up with two reasons
why it is better for a country to import more than they export.  Next, come up with two problems that this situation
might induce.

2.  What does GDP stand for?  Notice that the United States spends over 4% of it’s GDP on military expenditures,
while Panama spends about 1% of their GDP on military expenditures.

   Calculate the total dollars that each country spends per year on the military.
   Come up with three possible reasons why Panama spends so much less on the military.

3. How is population growth rate calculated? Notice that Panama has a much greater population growth rate than
the United States.

   Come up with the possible reasons why this is the case.
What are the up-sides and down-sides of having a high population growth rate?
     (Panama ranks 88th, U.S. ranks 123rd)

4)  Notice that Panama’s public debt  is 41% of their GDP, and the U.S. public debt is 73.6% of their GDP.
   What is “public debt”?
   Come up with five possible reasons that the U.S. has such a larger percentage than Panama.
   Come up with five ways the U.S. government could reduce debt.

5)  Notice that both copper and mahogany are listed as natural resources in Panama.
   Research and find ten items that copper is used.
   Research and find 5 items in which mahogany is used.
   For three of those items (from each list) find out why those resources are perfect for
      that specific purpose.

Comparing Panama & The U.S.  (cont.)

Panama United States

Imports: $24.04 billion (2012
estimate)

Import Partners: Japan 23.5%, China
23%, Singapore 18.1%,
US 13%, South Korea
6% (2011)

Military Expenditures: 1% of GDP (2012)

Imports: $2.357 trillion (2012
 estimate)

Import Partners: China 18.4%, Canada
14.2%, Mexico 11.7%,
Japan 5.8%, Germany
4.4% (2011)

Military Expenditures: 4.06% of GDP (2010)
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Imagine that you live in a country that is physically divided by a channel of water heavily
used for international trade. This channel was built, owned and operated by another country

until recently, when power was transferred to your country. What new responsibilities might
your country have with the transfer? What concerns might this bring about in your country? How can this
transfer bring great success to your country?

Have students respond to this scenario in their journals or verbally. Once they’ve determined their theories, have
them share their responses with the classroom.  This of course, is what happened in the country of Panama in 1999.
Have the students read excerpts from the following New York Times article from 1999, “The Big Ditch: Panama’s
Big Opportunity”.  Then have them answer and discuss the questions which follow.

“The Big Ditch: Panama’s Big Opportunity”  New York Times, 1999

With the zest of salesmen and the zeal of patriots, Panamanian officials tout ambitious plans to convert sprawling
acres of formerly off-limits properties along their famous canal into bustling commercial hubs and tropical tourist
oases. Smooth and practiced, they vow to create more jobs than the United States military presence here ever did,
eagerly projecting millions of dollars in revenue to benefit social programs in health, education and housing. But for
a nation about to receive what amounts to a $5 billion bonanza, there have been few outward signs of celebration
leading up to what on Tuesday will be the symbolic transfer of the Panama Canal and the thousands of buildings,
airstrips and military installations along the waterway’s 50-mile route from American to Panamanian hands. Banners
and billboards proclaiming the fulfillment of the 1977 treaties signed by President Jimmy Carter and Gen. Omar
Torrijos to transfer control of the canal are noticeably lonely sights, reflecting Panamanian skittishness over the loss
of American jobs and money. “It’s ‘gringo, stay home,’” said Guillermo Sánchez Borbón, a Panamanian writer
who was exiled under the military government of Gen. Manuel Antonio Noriega. “The Panamanians don’t trust the
politicians to keep this thing going. Now the gringos are going, and if anything goes wrong we have to fix it.”

The occasion is without question a landmark along Panama’s path toward transforming itself from a nation both
nurtured and overshadowed by the United States to a fully sovereign state intent on proving to its people and the
world that it can succeed on its own. Government officials here speak with the confidence and the coming-of-age
emotion of a son leaving his father’s house. But they know that full control of the canal and its properties brings with
it enormous challenges and responsibilities. While most of the properties, except the canal itself, have already been
handed over and real control of the canal will not come until noon on Dec. 31, for the first time Panama will have
to develop its own national security plans and foreign policy to protect its borders and the canal. And although the
canal is already operated by almost an entirely Panamanian staff, officials must still seek to reassure the canal’s
users from all over the world that the operation of one of the world’s most crucial passageways will remain safe and
above board. More mundane, but equally important, they will have to start attracting tourists to a place they usually
passed through, and where most visitors came for business or banking. Ambivalence over the handover has also
been reflected in the United States, where conservatives have lambasted the “loss” of the canal and raised alarms
about Panamanian ventures with Chinese firms. Fear of a backlash may have been the reason that President
Clinton and Secretary of State Madeleine K. Albright decided not to attend the events on Tuesday, but they have
expressed confidence in Panama’s ability to manage the enormous trust it is inheriting.

“Panama truly steps into a class of countries that have international responsibilities, because the canal is an international
asset,” said the United States ambassador, Simon Ferro. “How they manage the canal will in large measure dictate
how they are viewed by the rest of the world. It is going to be a very interesting future for Panama and the United

States.” Canal administrators said they have been preparing for years to make the transition as seamless as
possible for the 14,000 ships that pass through the canal on their route over the continental

Exploring Panama’s “Big Ditch”
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Exploring Panama’s “Big Ditch” (cont.)

divide. Most of the current employees running the canal have been retained. They have begun to
modernize the fleet of locomotives and tugboats that guide ships through the passage, replacing ancient
electric motors with hydraulic systems to open the gates. They are completing a widening project that
will allow bigger vessels to pass and is expected to lead to a 20 percent increase in traffic. Annual payments to the
Panamanian government will be held for a year, to ensure that enough resources are available to operate the canal.
“The piñata attitude is not there,” said Roberto Eisenmann, an adviser to Panamanian president Mireya Moscoso.
“This is not just a government entity that politicians can fight over to see who can get the spoils. It is a business. It

depends on the confidence of its
customers. A lot of other countries
have a stake in what happens here.”

Alberto Alemán Zubieta, the deputy
administrator of the Panama Canal
Commission, said the measures were
also vital if Panama was going to make
the best use of the canal and its
properties. “Obviously, our society has
to understand as we do the
tremendous importance of what we
are doing here and use this route to
make Panama what I think it will be,”
said Alemán Zubieta, who will head
the Panama Canal Authority. “It is our
destiny to become the major and most
important hub for transshipment of

containerized cargo in all of Latin America.” If it is to achieve that destiny, Panama must first deal with its recent
past. Colombian guerrillas have made repeated incursions into the dense jungle to the south, and drug traffickers
have settled into comfortable surroundings in the capital. There are also worries about the canal being unprotected
by United States troops. Panamanian officials say they have adopted American-style security plans for the canal,
although they have yet to reach an agreement with the U.S. on sharing information on ship traffic. Panama has also
drawn up a national security plan that tries to balance all concerns. “We have lived 20 years with border problems,”
said Winston Spadáfora, the minister of government and justice. “But how long could Panama live without the
canal? So we have prioritized the security of the canal and will then gradually develop the other areas of security.”

Running the canal may prove easier than the gargantuan task of converting drab military bases into attractive
money-making ventures. Already hundreds of houses have been sold at prices often lower than those of residences
elsewhere in the city. Still, the transformation is evident, and sometimes jarring, in an area that for several generations
was the exclusive domain of the Americans who ran the canal. Construction crews are busy adding new windows,
doors and rooms in what used to be the houses of high-ranking officers while couples move into cinder-block
duplexes and Panamanian flags flutter on lawns. “This was our land, but it was used by other people,” said
Francisco de León, a physician who moved his family into a three-bedroom house in Curundu. “All the history of
Panama with the United States is here. Now we have a piece of that history too.” The real money and challenge lie
in the development of the largest sites, especially the former Howard Air Force Base, where several companies
have already expressed interest in converting the base into a transportation hub or aircraft maintenance center. The
government has been soliciting proposals for projects like manufacturing sites, ports and eco-lodges,
                   some of which have already been built or developed.

Panama works on major canal lock expansion in 2012. Credit: visitpanama.com

(continued on page 51)
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Much can be learned about Panama’s national and political history by studying the country’s presidents
and political parties since they first celebrated independence from Columbia (which was aided by

U.S. forces) in 1903. Were the U.S. intentions purely humanitarian, or were they economically motivated,
as well? Since that independence, Panama has had 49 presidents (including acting presidents). The country is
scheduled to elect its 50th president in 2014. During the period from 1968 - 1989, the commandant of the
Panamanian Defense Forces was the de facto leader of Panama, despite also having a president. Utilize the list of
presidents to answer the following questions and to complete the activity below. When necessary, have students
secure additional information about the Panamanian government and presidents online.

Introductory Questions - In preparation for this classroom activity, students must first familiarize
themselves with the details of Panama’s political structure. Ask students to research Panama’s government and
compare how it is similar and different from the U.S. form of government. Is there an Executive Branch? A Judicial
Branch? A Legislative Branch? Then have them continue their research by answering the following questions:

1. How stable is Panama’s government structure?
Has it always been stable?
2.  How are presidential elections in Panama
conducted? Do they have anything similar to our
Electorial College, or is it a popular vote? Do they
have political parties like in the U.S., and do those
parties have conventions to nominate their candidate?
3. Does each Panamanian president have a vice-
president like in the U.S.?
4. Do they have a Congress like in the U.S.?
5. Do some research. In the U.S., a candidate can
only be elected president if they were born in the
U.S. Must a Panamanian president be born in Panama
in order to be eligible to become president?

Panamanian presidents since independence in 1903
are listed on these two pages. Use these lists to answer
these additional questions:

1. How long is the current, standard presidential term
in Panama? Has it always been that long (notice that
president Ernesto Pérez Balladares served 9/1/94 until
9/1/99, but Ernesto de la Guardia served 10/1/56 -
10/1/60)? If the length of term changed, do your
research to determine when it changed, and why.
2. In the United States, the president is always elected
during the month of November, and inaugurated in
January (barring a death). Is there a standard month
when the president of Panama is elected? Has it
always been that month?
3. How many female presidents has
Panama had?

The Presidents of Panama

2/20/04 - 10/1/08

10/1/08 - 3/1/10

3/1/10 - 10/1/10

10/1/10 - 10/5/10

10/5/10 - 10/1/12

10/1/12 - 10/1/16

10/1/16 - 6/3/18

6/3/18 - 10/1/18

10/1/18 - 10/12/18

10/12/18 - 1/30/20

1/30/20 - 10/1/20

10/1/20 - 10/1/24

10/1/24 - 10/1/28

10/1/28 - 1/3/31

1/3/31 - 1/16/31

1/16/31 - 6/5/32

6/5/32 - 10/1/36

10/1/36 - 12/16/39

12/16/39 - 12/18/39

12/18/39 - 10/1/40

10/1/40 - 10/9/41

10/9/41 - 6/15/45

6/15/45 - 8/7/48

Manuel Amador Guerrero

José Domingo de Obaldía

Carlos Antonio Mendoza (acting)

Federico Boyd (acting)

Pablo Arosemena (acting)

Belisario Porras Barahona

Ramón Maximiliano Valdés

Ciro Luis Urriola (acting)

Pedro Antonio Díaz (acting)

Belisario Porras Barahona

Ernesto Tisdel Lefevre (acting)

Belisario Porras Barahona

Rodolfo Chiari

Florencio Harmodio Arosemena

Harmodio Arias Madrid (acting)

Ricardo Joaquin Alfaro Jované

Harmodio Arias Madrid

Juan Demóstenes Arosemena

Ezequiel Fernández (acting)

Augusto Samuel Boyd (acting)

Arnulfo Arias

Ricardo Adolfo de la Guardia Arango

Enrique Adolfo Jiménez (provisional)
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The Presidents of Panama   (cont.)

Domingo Díaz Arosemena

Daniel Chanis Pinzón

Roberto Francisco Chiari Remón

Arnulfo Arias

Alcibíades Arosemena

José Antonio Remón Cantera

José Ramón Guizado

Ricardo Arias

Ernesto de la Guardia

Roberto Francisco Chiari Remón

Marco Aurelio Robles

Arnulfo Arias

José María Pinilla Fábrega

Demetrio B. Lakas

Aristides Royo

Ricardo de la Espriella

Jorge Illueca

Nicolás Ardito Barletta Vallarino

Eric Arturo Delvalle (acting)

Manuel Solís Palma (acting)

Francisco Rodríguez (provisional)

Guillermo Endara

Ernesto Pérez Balladares

Mireya Moscoso

Martín Torrijos

Ricardo Martinelli

8/7/48 - 7/28/49

7/28/49 - 11/20/49

11/20/49 - 11/24/49

11/24/49 - 5/9/51

5/9/51 - 10/1/52

10/1/52 - 1/2/55

1/2/55 - 3/29/55

3/29/55 - 10/1/56

10/1/56 - 10/1/60

10/1/60 - 10/1/64

10/1/64 - 10/1/68

10/1/68 - 10/11/68

10/12/68 - 12/18/69

12/19/69 - 10/11/78

10/11/78 - 7/31/82

7/31/82 - 2/13/84

2/13/84 - 10/11/84

10/11/84 - 9/28/85

9/28/85 - 2/26/88

2/26/88 - 9/1/89

9/1/89 - 12/20/89

12/20/89 - 9/1/94

9/1/94 - 9/1/99

9/1/99 - 9/1/04

9/1/04 - 7/1/09

7/1/09 - Incumbent

4. Some presidents are listed as “acting” and some are listed as “provisional.” Do your research.
What is an acting president, and what is a provisional president?
5. Have any Panamanian presidents ever served consecutive terms? Which Panamanian president has
served as president for the longest period (including non-consecutive terms), and how long did he or she serve?
Which Panamanian president (including acting and provisional presidents) served for the shortest period?
6. As mentioned, from 1968 - 1989, the commandant of the Panamanian Defense Forces was the de facto leader
of Panama, despite also having a president. Do your research. What were the Panamanian Defense Forces? What
brought them about and their national leadership position? What made their leadership end in 1989?

Activity - Have each student select one of the
Panamanian presidents listed. Have students research
and write a three page paper about their president,
or prepare and present an oral or visual presentation
to the classroom. It could be a PowerPoint
presentation, a poster, a dramatization, a mock
interview, etc. In their research, make sure that the
student includes the political party in
which the candidate served, some
details about the president’s personal
life, whether they were popular or
unpopular, and list any significant
events that took place during their
presidency. Have students present
their president to the class.
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Social Studies
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Computer
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Panamanian Folktales

Why People Are So Hairy

Like many countries, Panama has its share of folktales. Some believe that on All Souls’ Day (November
2), those who died during the previous year are summoned before God and the Devil for judgment.

Some believe that witches can change into animals, especially deer, but only some can fly. To avoid
harm from witches, one should turn a piece of clothing inside out. Also to be feared are black dogs, black cats and
the chivato, an evil animal spirit. A red shirt on a newborn wards off evil, as does a necklace of jaguar or crocodile
teeth. Folklore is perhaps best expressed in the nation’s many festivals, during which dramas and dances are
performed, and folktales are read. Read the following humorous folktale, and answer the questions which follow.

There once was a little old man who was known here on the island
as Old Grandfather. Every morning at dawn he would set out in his
canoe and paddle to the mainland, where his fields were. Old
Grandfather always kept to himself and wouldn’t allow
anyone to come within a mile of his land. No one caught
sight of him until evening, when he paddled back to
the island with his canoe so loaded with bananas,
corn, squash, yams, and coconuts that he almost sank
straight down to the ocean floor. All the people
scratched their heads. How could little Old Grandfather harvest
so much every day? No one could figure it out.

His nephews wondered most of all. They begged Old Grandfather
to take them with him to his fields. But the old man shook his head,
saying, “No, I work alone. You boys make too much noise.”

Now, the nephews weren’t the type to just sit still and take “no” as
the final word. They decided to follow their Old Grandfather to the
mainland and find out his secret. The next day, Old Grandfather got up
at dawn and walked down to his canoe. His nephews were wide awake,
but lay quietly in the dark, listening to the old man’s every move. As soon
as they heard his paddle hit the water, they jumped up, ran to their canoe, and followed him.

Old Grandfather paddled to the mainland with his nephews hot on his trail, keeping their heads down low in the
canoe and trying hard to keep from talking. Old Grandfather turned into a bend where the river meets the ocean
and began paddling upstream. The nephews didn’t have a clue where they were, so they kept bobbing their heads
up from the floor of the canoe to make sure they didn’t lose sight of Old Grandfather up ahead. They passed
through mango and coconut groves, which looked really tempting to the nephews since they didn’t have it in their
plan to pack some food. Just as the nephews were about to jump up and grab breakfast, Old Grandfather pulled
his canoe onto a patch of land and took out his machete and bag. Then he walked off into the jungle.

The nephews held their breath, waiting under the cool shade of the mango groves for Old Grandfather to clear out
of sight. Then, oh-so-quietly, they pulled up their canoe alongside the old man’s and followed him. They climbed
over weeds and thorns and rocks and streams. Seeing that they were coming to a clearing up ahead, the nephews
crept behind a bush and peered out through the leaves. There in front of them was Old Grandfather, lying down

against a tree and snoring as if he had a horn blowing through his nose.

And he was bald! All the hairs from Old Grandfather’s head were strutting across the ground.
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Panamanian Folktales  (cont.)

One hair was swinging the machete, another was planting new yams. A third hair was carrying
bananas. Other hairs were harvesting squash and hauling coconuts. And all the while, bald Old
Grandfather kept on snoring under the tree, sound asleep.

Seeing all these hairs marching around Old Grandfather’s fields scared
the living daylight out of the nephews. They might have kept still, but the
hair with the machete started swinging in their direction. The two nephews
let out one big walloping yell!

Old Grandfather jumped up and started shouting, “Oh no, little hairs!
They’ve found our secret! Come, quick!” The little hairs dropped their
machetes and seeds and bananas and came leaping back toward Old
Grandfather. But they were rushing so much that instead of all landing on
his head, some jumped onto his arms, some onto his legs, others onto his
chest, and a great big bunch got stuck in his armpits. That’s why, today,
people have hair all over their bodies- because of crazy Grandfather.

Activity - Give students the option to create one of the following:

a) Continue the story. Write a page detailing what happened next.

b) Develop a prequel.  Write a page detailing what happened
before the story.

c) Draw a picture.  On an 8 x 11 piece of paper draw a detailed
picture of one of the scenes.

Questions, Panama’s “Big Ditch” (continued from page 47)

a)  How did Panamanian officials use their new ownership of the canal for economic benefit?

b)  Why did Panamanians show “few outward signs of celebration” with regard to the transfer?

c)  Why was the canal transferred from the U.S. to Panama?

d)  What were the many new responsibilities Panama faced with the acquisition of the canal?

e)  What did Eisenmann mean when he said the canal “is a business that depends on the confidence
of its customers”?

f)  What security concerns existed in Panama at the time? How were these addressed?

g)  What was the reaction in the U.S. with regard to the canal changing hands?

Next have students work in groups to research the Panama Canal as it stands today. Consider the
following questions in their responses.

How has Panama changed after owning the canal for almost 15 years?

What challenges have there been for the Panamanians in regards to the canal since it was acquired?

What has been the impact on the economy?  How much money does the canal generate for Panama each year?

How has Panama’s standing in the world changed since acquiring the canal?

Looking back at the article, what concerns from 1999 actually came to fruition?
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Social Studies
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Things That Make Pamana Unique

The Monster of Lago Bayano
Lago (Lake) Bayano is one of Panama’s few
breeding sites for the Cocoi heron and the
neotropical cormorant. This lake is named for
a warrior leader of cimarrones, escaped
African slaves who led a fierce resistance
against Spanish rule. According to local belief,
a Loch Ness-type of sea monster inhabits and
lurks deep within this beautiful lake located
in the eastern part of the country’s Panamá
Province, which was formed when the
Bayano River was dammed in 1976.

Going For The Gold
When Columbus visited the region in 1502,
he met Indians who wore breastplates of gold.
That gold fever is still alive. The gold-bearing
veins and fluvial gravels are still common on
the Caribbean slopes of Coclé Province, and
the mines established by Spanish
conquistadors have been opened and closed
as the price of gold rose and fell. The
country’s mammoth Molejon Gold Project is
tapping a recently discovered vein containing
an estimated 893,000 ounces of gold.

Geisha Coffee
Though “geisha” evokes Japanese culture, in
Boquete it refers to a coffee which took the
world by storm in 2003. Panama’s geisha
coffee has been characterized as spicy,
honeyish, chocolaty and citrusy. The coffee
farm Hacienda Esmeralda discovered the
extraordinary Abyssian variety from beans
which had been neglected. Three online coffee
auction records were broken, from $21 per
pound in 2004 to a ludicrous $130 per pound
in 2007. It was declared the world’s best
coffee between 2005 to 2007.

As has already been said, Panama is much more than a canal. As with many countries around the
world, Panama offers surprises around every corner of its winding country. Despite being a small

country, its great diversity of geographical terrain - from major cities and archipelagos to dual coastlines
and mountain ranges - presents many unique features and exciting stories. Just a few are showcased on these
pages, but many more exist - Scotland’s Darien Adventure, the Penal Colony of Colba, the Panama Viejo Treasure
Trail, and more. These pages give students the opportunity to dig a little deeper into the appeal of Panama and
discover many of the stories that the tourism guides and web sites fail to feature.
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Things That Make Pamana Unique (cont.)

Monkey Islands
More than 7,000 simians - white faced
capuchins, mantled howlers, black spider
monkeys, and naped tamarins - inhabit the
group of 42 islands collectively called Islas
Tigre and Isla Las Brujas. The monkeys were
all once captive (either as pets or for the illegal
monkey trade) and were released here to
prepare them for reintroduction into the wild.
Begun in 1982, this primate refuge grew to
become the world’s second largest primate
sanctuary.

La Peregrina Pearl
In the 16th century, this plump, pear-shaped
“Peregrina Pearl,” weighing more than .03
ounce, was discovered in Panama’s
Archipiélago de las Perlas, which is
composed of 200 islands. Explorer Vasco
Núñez de Balboa presented the prized pearl
to King Ferdinand V of Spain. It was later
given as a gift to Mary Tudor, daughter of
England’s Henry VIII. In 1969 actor Richard
Burton bought the pearl for $37,000 for
Elizabeth Taylor.

The Orchids of Panama
Orchids are generally held to be delicate hot-
house plants, but they are adaptable
survivors. Panama’s misty mountainsides
present a fine habitat for the genus. More than
one thousand species grow naturally there,
making it one of the richest orchid habitats in
the world. Thousands more are cultivated in
orchid farms, like Finca Dracula Jardin
Botánico. The orchids can be seen year-
round, however prime viewing is in the spring
months of March and April.
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Activity - The best part of traveling to a foreign country is turning a corner and discovering an
unexpected adventure. Have students work individually or in small groups. Allow them to choose one
of the six features on these pages. They should then further research and write a brief paper or oral
presentation expounding on their topic. Or let them research and select another Panamanian topic, like the other
three mentioned on the previous page, or one they discover on their own. However, ask them to stay away from
the obvious (the Panama Canal, the indigenous cultures, the wildlife, the national parks) and to discover one of
Panama’s unexpected jewels. Allow students to present their “discoveries” to the rest of the class.
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Panama Map Skills
Not unlike the state of Tennessee, the Central American country of Panama runs horizontal, east to

west. The major difference, however, whereas Tennessee is surrounded by such neighboring states as
Arkansas, Mississippi and Kentucky, Panama is only bordered by two other countries (one to the east

and one to the west). Most of its borders are adjacent to water. These unique neighbors make Panama internationally
critical. Its two land neighbors of Costa Rica to the west and Columbia to the east make Panama critical in joining
the two huge continents of North America and South America. Throughout the country of Panama, not only will
you find the cultural blending of both continents, but you will also find a blending of wildlife indigenous to both
continents, which share Panama’s coastlines and rain forests.
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Panama’s two water neighbors, the Pacific Ocean and the Caribbean Sea, also make Panama
internationally critical. Because of these two major bodies of water, Panama, of course, became a
critical lane of international transportation due to its world-famous canal. However, Panama is
more than borders; provinces are home to diverse cities, diverse geography and diverse cultures
of Panama’s 3.5 million citizens. The long map below, which depicts the horizontal country of
Panama, spreads across two pages. Use this map, its legend and the geographical features it
presents to answer the questions on the following page. Teachers may choose to make 11” x 17”
copies of the map and distribute to students.

Panama Map Skills  (cont.)
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7.spi.3.15(continued on the next page)
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Use the map of Panama on the previous page to explore the geographical features of Memphis in
May’s 2014 honored country. The map can also be used to answer the following questions and

complete the accompanying map skills activity. Teachers may choose to incorporate an art activity into
this lesson plan and have students create a large wall map of Panama utilizing butcher paper and markers. On it
they can label cities, provinces, land neighbors and bodies of water. This can also be expanded to include listings
of indigenous cultures that populate various areas of the country, including coastal and mountain areas (see activity
page 30 & 31). The wall map could also be used to outline and label Panama’s many national parks (with which
25% of the country’s land mass is protected).

Map Skills Activity - Use the map on the two previous pages to answer the following questions.

1. How many provinces are in Panama?  List them. Which is the largest?

2. Which provincial capital is farthest east?  Farthest south?  Farthest north? Farthest west? List all of the provincial
capitals.

3. List the bodies of water that surround Panama. Don’t just focus on major bodies of waters, but make sure to
include smaller bodies like gulfs and bays.

4. What are the two longest rivers in Panama?  Into which body of water do they flow?

5. If you were to cross Panama from the Atlantic side of the country
to the Pacific side, what would be the shortest distance you would
have to travel in miles? On the map, draw a line that would represent
the shortest route.

6. Use the map scale to measure the areal distance between the
following city pairs. Record the distances. Which is greatest?

a)  La Palma to Portobelo
b)  Yaviza to Salud
c)  El Porviner to Pedregal
d) El Tigre to Colon (the city, not the province)

7. Consider again the four city pairs listed in question 6. For each,
what would be the difference in miles or kilometers between the
areal distance and the shortest driving distance?

8. Find the absolute location for the following cities:

a)  San Andres
b)  Bocas del Toro
c)  Soloy
d) Santa Fe

9. The Panama Canal was built to allow ships to quickly pass from the Atlantic Ocean to the Pacific Ocean without
having to sail around the tip of South America.  On a world map, measure the distance from Colon, Panama to
Balboa if a ship were to sail around the tip of South America.  Research and find out the amount of time it would
take a ship to make that voyage today.

Panama Map Skills  (cont.)
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Placing Panama in the News
Grades 9-12 Learning Unit
The Republic of Panama is regularly mentioned in the media, despite its small size. That’s due in part
to its strategic global location (which offers environmental diversity), continental links, and global
shipping significance. Much attention focuses on this very significant country, as will be the case throughout the
pages of this 9 - 12 grade section. Through these activities and lesson plans, senior high students will discover and
debate the famous canal, Panama’s environmental commitment and the country’s century-long relationship with the
U.S. - all of which will forever be included in our history books. However, the country continues to grow, evolve
and achieve. Among those present day, headline-making initiatives are Panama’s multi-million dollar expansion of
its famous canal to include a third set of locks and the rapid growth and construction within its capital city. Despite
the great history explored throughout this section, your students should begin their study of Panama by exploring
what this great country is up to today.

Beginning Activity - Begin your educational exploration of Panama by first holding a classroom discussion
about the upcoming assignments and their focus on Panama. To provide an educational comparison of what your
students know both before these lessons and then afterwards, ask students to present what they know about
Panama. Prompt them by asking if they know anything about Panama’s customs, culture, cuisine, history, wildlife,
people, landmarks, etc. List the items they name on the
whiteboard (it would be a surprise if the canal is not the
first item mentioned!). For post-lesson reference, leave
these topics on the whiteboard throughout the lesson.

Then allow students to research what Panama is up to
today. Give students several days to research and write
a brief 2 to 3 page paper about a current event that relates
to Panama. After they have begun their research, but
before they begin writing, you may choose to have them
approve their Panamanian topic with the teacher. They
can peruse online Panamanian newspapers or web sites
to decide the subject of their paper. Just make sure that
their topics are very current - a newsworthy event,
discovery, election, initiative, etc. that has taken place
within the last two years. In their research paper, they
should first present a brief overview of the subject matter
within an introductory paragraph. The body of their paper
should go in depth about the subject and offer as many
details as possible. They should conclude their paper by
summarizing why they chose that topic, any relation or
influence the topic may have on the United States, and
any personal interest or involvement the
student personally has with the paper’s
topic. To better prepare the class with
an initial overview of the country, have
students present their topics and papers
to the rest of the class.
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What was the role of the United State’s expansionary policy in the 1903 Panama Revolution? After
the Spanish-American War, the United States emerged as a world power fueled by its desire for

military strength, thirst for new markets, and belief in cultural superiority - the nation became imperialistic.
The expansion policies of the U.S., and especially of Teddy Roosevelt, led to the need for the Panama Canal.
When Columbia refused to give the United States permission to build the canal, the U.S. backed the discontented
Panamanian nationalists in a revolution against Columbia, thereby securing the Panama Canal for the United States.

Introductory Questions - In preparation for this classroom activity, students must first familiarize
themselves with various aspects of U.S. and world politics at the beginning of the 20th century. In beginning the
classroom debate regarding the U.S. /
Panama relations that led to the
construction of the Panama Canal, first
have students research and consider these
questions. They can be approached
individually by students, by small groups,
or by an entire classroom discussion:

1. Study a synopsis of the Spanish-
American War. Where were the major
conclusions of that conflict, what nations
composed each side of the battle, what
did each side have at stake, and what were
some of the lasting results for the United
States?

2. At the beginning of the 20th century,
what nations were considered world
powers? How was the United States viewed throughout the world at that time?

3. Chart U.S. politics from 1897 - 1914. Who were the U.S. presidents, what were their political parties, what
were their views of foreign affairs, and what were the most specific events of their presidencies?

4. What is the difference between isolationism and imperialism? What presidents discussed in question three might
be considered isolationists and which imperialists?

5. Citizenship poses an interesting dilemma in the context of U.S. imperialism. The Monroe Doctrine delineates a
clear distinction between “the Americas” and the rest of the world, with the U.S. emerging as the
dominating power in the Western Hemisphere. Citizenry is eventually extended towards the residents
of Hawaii and, more limited, Puerto Rico. Some other Latin American countries have been exploited
for economic interests, but are protected from European and Asian expansionism. What are the
major points of the Monroe Doctrine? What was American opinion regarding it?

Activity #1 - By the time Roosevelt became president, many Americans, including Roosevelt,
felt that the United States needed a canal cutting across Central America. Such a canal would

greatly reduce travel time for commercial and military ships by providing a shortcut between
the Atlantic and Pacific oceans. As early as 1850, the United States and Britain had agreed to

U.S. Imperialism & the Revolution

Ships pass through the locks of the Panama Canal. Credit: visitpanama.com
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share the rights to such a canal. In the Hay-Pauncefote Treaty of 1901, however, Britain gave the
United States exclusive rights to build and control a canal through Central America.

Lesson Question: What would the U.S. gain from building the Panama Canal?

Present that question to students, either as a class, individually or in small groups. Have them first establish and
write a thesis statement. If necessary, provide them with a lead-in, like “Through the building of the Panama Canal,
the United States would grow...”. Would they grow economically? Politically? Militarily? How else might they
change or grow? Then have students research and write three “evidence” statements to support their thesis.

Activity #2 - Before beginning work on
the Panama Canal, the U.S. had to get
permission from Columbia, which then ruled
Panama. When these negotiations broke
down, Bunau-Varilla helped organize a
Panamanian rebellion against Columbia. On
November 3, 1903, nearly a dozen U.S.
warships were present as Panama declared
its independence. Fifteen days later, Panama
and the United States signed a treaty in which
the United States agreed to pay Panama $10
million plus an annual rent of $250,000 for
an acre of land across Panama, called the
Canal Zone. The payments to Panama were
to begin in 1913.

In 1911, two years after the end of his term
as president, Theodore Roosevelt gave this speech at UC Berkeley. The speech was given three years before the
Panama Canal was open for use. The speech was given as part of a celebration to commemorate the 1868
founding of the University of California.

“The Panama Canal... I naturally take special interest in, because I started it. If I had acted strictly
according to precedent, I should have turned the whole matter over to Congress; in which case, Congress
would be ably debating it at this moment, and the canal would be fifty years in the future. Fortunately,
the crisis came at a period when I could act unhampered. Accordingly, I took the isthmus, started the
canal, and then left Congress - not to debate the canal, but to debate me. And in portions of the public
press the debate still goes on as to whether or not I acted properly in taking the canal. But while the
debate goes on the canal does too; and they are welcome to debate me as long as they wish, provided
that we can go on with the canal.”

First choose or accept five volunteers to serve on a judging panel, then divide the rest of the class into two “debate
teams.” Either by choice or by drawing straws, have one team represent those in favor of the President Theodore
Roosevelt’s approach toward making the Panama Canal a reality, the benefits and/or consequences to the people
and country of Panama, and the end results of the canal project. The other team represents those who oppose
Roosevelt’s motives, tactics, and the effects brought forth, both on the people of the United States (like expense)
                     and the people of Panama. Give the two teams at least one full class period to research the

Imperialism & the Revolution  (cont.)
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Imperialism & the Revolution  (cont.)

factual support of their stance, prepare their debate strategy, and determine which team members
would make their presentation and rebuttal to the opposing team. Additional research and note
writing can take place outside of the classroom by each team. Then, on another day, have each team

present their case for or against Roosevelt’s actions and tactics (supporting their side with facts from their research).
After each team presents their side for 15 minutes (followed by a 5 minute break for each team to discuss their
rebuttal strategy), each team then has five minutes to present their rebuttal, and then finally, without a break, each
team has five minutes to present their closing statement. At the conclusion of the full debate (which should take 55
minutes), the judging panel announces the most convincing winner of the debate.

Activity #2 - When newspapers delivered most of
the nation’s news, before the rise of radio and, later,
television and internet, the political cartoon played a major
role in media editorials. President Theodore Roosevelt’s
actions toward achieving his goal of a canal across Panama
exploded public opinion, and editorial cartoons in
newspapers across the nation chose sides and infused
satire into the political discussion.

For this activity, first discuss the editorial cartoon pictured
on the previous page with students. In helping them to
understand the power and techniques of the political
cartoon in the early 1900s, ask them to answer these
questions in relation to this cartoon, which shows
Roosevelt digging the canal across Panama:

1. What is the significance of the small man to Roosevelt’s
left, and his flag which states, “New Treaty”?
2. Roosevelt is tossing his shovel-loads of dirt onto Bogota.
What is Bogota, and what is the significance of dirt being
thrown on it?
3. What is the significance of the war ships docked at
Roosevelt’s feet?

After discussing this political cartoon shown on page 59,
have students select their own political cartoon about
President Roosevelt and Panama, and use it for the
conclusion of this activity. Have students visit the web site
http://www.theodore-roosevelt.com/toonsbytopicpanamacanal.html. On that site, they will find 36
political cartoons about Theodore Roosevelt that relate to the Panama Canal and his involvement
in its development. Have each student choose one of the political cartoons and write a one to two
page research paper about the cartoon. They should explain the general message of the cartoon,
which side of the political issue the cartoon takes, and the meaning of each significant component of
their cartoon. With their paper, they should include a large, clear print of the cartoon, that can be

copied and printed from the web site. Teachers may choose to have students present their
cartoon and description to the classroom and have students discuss the effectiveness of each.
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Panamanian Crossword Puzzle
Make copies of this page, and distribute to your students. Allow them to use this educational guide
about Panama, the Internet, and other research sources to locate the answers to the crossword clues
provided below. Answers provided on page 68.

Across
5. Bri-bri sub-tribe known for farming iguanas.
7. Last name of the 49th president.
9. Panama is this type of land mass.
11. Panama’s western neighbor.
14. Ceiling of a rain forest.
15. Canal workers who operate the lock system.
16. U.S. flag has 50, Panama’s only 2.
18. Reserve where extensive rain forest studies
     are held (2 words).
20. Roosevelt helped move the U.S from an
     isolationist country to this type.
22. National park with hieroglyphs & medicinal plants
     (2 words).
24. Smaller Panamanian breed to anteater.

25. U.S. presidential candidate born in Panama.
26. 1856 anti-U.S. riots known as the ________ War.
27. One of few Native American indigenous tribes
     which continues to have a monarchy.

Down
1. Shire region populated by indigenous groups.
2. Tribe of Chief Urraca from the Panamanian coin.
3. Last name of pirate sponsored by Queen Elizabeth.
4. Lake formed by damming the Chagres River.
6. Furthest north provincial capital (2 words).
8. Province which reaches furthest east.
10. Long-jumper & first Olympic gold medalist.
12. U.S. phenomena aided by Panama Railroad (2 words).
13. Provincial capital at north mouth of the canal.
17. Treaty which gave U.S. canal rights from Britain (2 words).

18. President who served the most years.
19. National poet of Panama.
21. As of 2011, Panama’s largest import partner.
23. Panama has 1,200 species of this flower.
24. Related to the horse, this Panamanian
     mammal looks like a pig with a trunk.
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In June 2013, a proposal to build a rival to the Panama Canal across Nicaragua was overwhelmingly
approved by Nicaraguan lawmakers. This lightning fast approval process provoked deep concern

among shipping experts and environmentalists. However, did it create any concern throughout Panama?

Nicaragua’s National Assembly voted 61-25 to grant a 50-year
concession to study, then possibly build and run a canal linking
Nicaragua’s Caribbean and Pacific. The concession was granted to
a Chinese company whose only previous experience was primarily
telecommunications. The approved legislation currently has no
specified route through the country for the canal, and virtually no
details in regards to financing or economic viability. It simply grants
the Hong Kong-based company exclusive rights to study the plan
and build the canal if it proves feasible in exchange for Nicaragua
receiving a minority (not majority) share of any profits.

Utilizing the current events information regarding Nicaragua’s
consideration of a competitive canal, provided by the Commercial
Appeal, have students complete the following activity. It can be
structured as an individual student, small group or classroom activity.

Considering Competing Canals

Activity - The following activity comparing and contrasting the world-famous Panama Canal with the proposed
Nicaraguan project, can be assigned as an individual research project where each student locates additional
information about Nicaragua’s proposal and incorporates it into a research paper. The activity could also be
tackled in small groups, with each group researching and comparing the two canals (should the Nicaraguan project
ever become a reality), or as a classroom debate, with the class divided into two large teams, with each team
researching and participating in a debate supporting the benefits associated with one country’s canal, and arguing
the pitfalls associated with the opposing country’s canal. Regardless of the structure of the activity, students should
consider the following questions.

1. Have students study maps of Nicaragua and Central America. Looking at Nicaragua, have students speculate
about the best possible route the country should consider for a new canal. Based on their proposed route, would
the Nicaragua Canal be longer or shorter than the current Panama Canal?

2. After studying, students should consider the terrain, geography and major cities of both countries. Based on
those facts, have them list benefits and problems that might be associated with each canal (they should also
consider the major new expansion project currently being undertaken to expand the Panama Canal). Also consider
any possible impact (currently with Panama, or potentially with Nicaragua) on neighboring countries.

3. Looking at a world map, and possible international shipping vessels from various countries,
geographically are their any benefits or pitfalls to Nicaragua’s plan?

4. Visit the CIA’s online “World Factbook” and collect economic and governmental facts about
each country. Would any of these facts create problems or impact the possible success of a
second canal? Consider workforce, poverty, current government structure and stability, foreign
relations and climate, and address each of these in your final activity project.

5. In your conclusion, address how two canals might impact each country. Address possible
problems and benefits. Draw conclusions, making predictions about which country would
fare better, considering geographic location, workforce, expertise and foreign relations.

Panama Canal. Credit: visitpanama.com
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Did You
Know?

Before the Canal - The Railroad
When the Panama Canal opened in 1914, international transportation changed forever, as the long
route around the tip of South America was shortened by thousands of miles. However, Panama had
already made global transportation history many years prior to the opening of its canal. The Panama

Railroad was the world’s first transcontinental
railroad, stretching across the isthmus of
Panama from the Atlantic Ocean to the Pacific.
The railway was built during the period from
1850 - 1855, sixty years prior to the canal.
However, the infrastructure of this functioning
railroad was of vital importance to the
construction of the canal decades later.

Activity - There are many unique aspects of
the Panama Railroad, including its construction,
significance, financing and challenges. Have
each student choose one of the following
paragraphs, each dealing with a different aspect
of the railroad. Students should research their
paragraph, and expand it into a three to five

page research paper, or an oral classroom presentation.

1. Just like the Panama Canal, the U.S. participated in the construction of the Panama Railroad.
The need was inspired by the California Gold Rush. Research and elaborate on the U.S. political
discussions and action that led to the railroad’s construction. Who was president? What was the
U.S. public sentiment? Discuss its importance in regards to the California Gold Rush. Why did a
Central American railway impact this American phenomena?

2. The Panama Railroad cost $8 million dollars to build, largely financed by private U.S. companies. The final price
tag was eight times the initial estimate. Discuss the companies that participated in the railroad’s construction and
their specific motivation. What was the U.S. public sentiment to the huge expense increase? Can you locate
political cartoons from U.S. papers that chronicled the expense? Compare the expense to other major U.S.
construction projects like the “Pacific Railroad,” the Golden Gate Bridge and the Empire State Building. How did
their cost increases compare? How much did expense comparisons relate to inflation and the year completed? By
the time the railroad was complete, more than one-third of its cost had already been paid from fares. Explain.

3. Explain details of the Panama Railroad’s construction, including challenges created by the Panamanian terrain.
How many bridges and culverts were needed to be built along the route? How many rails were there? What
geographic challenges did the builders face, including the transportation of building materials, difficulties created by
mountains, swamps and wildlife and the benefits or problems created by Panamanian weather?

4. More than 12,000 railroad workers may have died during construction, many from diseases which thrived in
Panamanian conditions. From what countries did these construction workers come? What were the major diseases
and their cause. What was done with the cadavers, and what was the financial benefit of so many deceased?

5. How was the railroad used during the construction of the Panama Canal? How different are the routes of the two
Panamanian forms of transcontinental transportation? How was the railroad affected once the Panama Canal

opened? Who owns the railroad today? How has it changed since the opening of the canal?

Workers on the Panama Railroad, ca 1855. Credit: visitpanama.com
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Panama is the hub of a natural land bridge connecting two continents, so naturally the country is
home to many South American species as well as North and Central American wildlife and flora.

Panama is home to more than 10,000 varieties of plants and 1,500 species of trees. There are also
more than 1,000 species of birds. This is more than can be found in North America and Europe combined,
including some of the rarest on Earth.
Panama has hundreds of islands and
miles of protected coral reef which
shelter a wide diversity of marine life.

These natural areas draw thousands of
scientists, biologists and
environmentalists to Panama annually.
They not only study and research the
diversity of plant and animal life, they
also study the changing environment and
the health of the country’s critical rain
forests. The beauty and the wildlife also
draw thousands of tourists annually,
armed with cameras, binoculars,
snorkels and bird watching books.
Ecotourism has become a huge
economic engine for the country of
Panama. The critical balance, therefore, is hosting these important tourists, while preserving some of the planet’s
critical, yet diminishing rain forests. Fortunately, a quarter of this entire beautiful country is government protected.
Panama is committed to the two pursuits of preserving the rain forests, and enjoying the country’s national parks.

“Preserving the Rain Forests” Activity - In this lesson, students explore the Barro Colorado
biological reserve in Panama near the canal in order to research and present information on the challenges facing
rain forests and the initiatives in place to preserve and protect them. They then take part in a mock international
summit about the importance of rain forest protection and preservation.

1. Use your classroom computer to screen the New York Times audio slideshow, “An Open-Air Laboratory” at
http://www.nytimes.com/packages/khtml/2006/06/05/science/earth/20060606_TREE_FEATURE.html, which runs
just under 2 minutes. For simplicity, you can visit www.nytimes.com and type “An Open-Air Laboratory Barro
Colorado” in the search field. Discuss the following questions:

A. Where is this rain forest study being conducted? Have students locate it on a map.
B. What animal species can be found there?
C. How has the rain forest changed since the study began? Why?

2. As a class, review characteristics of a rain forest biome, such as warm temperatures and heavy annual rainfall.
Define related vocabulary, including “canopy,” “floor,” “deforestation” and “reforestation.” Then, as a class, read
and discuss the article “A Rain-Forest Census Takes Shape, Tree by Tree,” which also discusses Panama’s Barro
Colorado reserve. It can be found at the www.nytimes.com website (search “Rain-Forest Census”) or visit http:/
/www.nytimes.com/learning/teachers/featured_articles/20060607wednesday.html.   Focus on these questions:

A. Why did scientists request the exclusive rights to the top of Barro Colorado?
B. How many life forms are being studied at Barro Colorado?

Protecting Parks & Rainforests

One of Panama’s many coastline beaches. Credit: visitpanama.com
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Protecting Parks & Rainforests (cont.)

C. What kinds of new technology have helped scientists study rain forest plots?
D. According to the article, what types of challenges and dangers do some scientists face
while conducting field work?
E. What, according to the article, are some of the benefits of these research plots?
F. According to the article, what percentage of the world’s plant and animal species live in rain forests?

3. Ask students to imagine that they are scientists who have been asked to present information on various rain
forests and protected areas throughout Panama. They will be working together in teams, and presenting the findings
from their “earth observatory” at an international conference. Explain that they will be working as a team to
research and create interesting visual presentations on forests and marine areas throughout Panama. Requested
information (listed below) is divided among members of each team, with each team member responsible for
working independently to identify the requested information. In the following class period, each group presents
their assigned protected area within Panama at a mock global rain forest conference.

Areas assigned to each research group: (1) Barro Colorado biosphere reserve, (2) Bastimentos Island biosphere
reserve, (3) Coiba National Park biosphere reserve, (4) Darien biosphere reserve, (5) La Amistad biosphere
reserve, and (6) Soberanía biosphere reserve.

Teams should work together to assign topics listed below to various team members of each team, each responsible
for researching and completing their topic(s). Individual members then come together to organize their topics and
to rehearse the formal presentation of their biosphere reserve. Topics to be presented by each team at the mock

global rain forest conference should include:
A. Map of Panama with designated biosphere reserve identified
within that map, as well as a detailed map of the specified
biosphere reserve (if possible).
B. Significant human population groups who inhabit the region,
including indigenous groups, settlers, etc. and their impact on
the region, if applicable (including agriculture, communities, etc.).
C. Three plant species indigenous (native) to the reserve area,
including pictures of each.
D. Three animal species indigenous to the reserve, including
pictures of each.
E. A brief recent history of this biosphere reserve and its changes,
including any support newspaper or online articles about these
changes, as well as the positive or negative impacts of these
changes on the region.
F. Challenges or threats facing this reserve area (both natural,
such as disease, as well as man-made, such as pollution and
deforestation).
G. Laws or efforts to preserve this biosphere reserve area,
including any support newspaper or online articles about
legislation.
H. Two or three web links or print resources that provide more
information on this particular biosphere reserve.

(continued next page)
Panamanian ecotourism. Credit: visitpanama.com
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Protecting Parks & Rainforests (cont.)

“Enjoying the National Parks” Activity - Scientists aren’t the only “outsiders” invading
the unique areas of Panama. In recent years, the stable progressive government, the booming
economy, the many outdoor sports and activities, and, of course, the unique natural areas have

attracted growing numbers of tourists. As mentioned, 25% of the entire country lies within protected
areas and national parks, and the country of Panama is eager for the world to learn more about their beautiful menu
of natural areas. Listed below are many of these national parks and nature areas, as well as a brief description of
each.

Divide your classroom into small groups and assign each
one of these natural areas of Panama. Each group should
research their area or park, identifying the unique aspects
of their area, including natural or man-made landmarks,
unique plant and animal species, sports and outdoor
activity offerings, etc. Working as a group, they should
then utilize an 8.5” x 11” sheet of paper to create a tri-
fold brochure to promote their protected area to potential
tourists. Don’t forget to include a map, a translation of
the area’s name (if applicable), size of area, expected
weather conditions, important items to pack, and anything
else which might be important to a tourist. Once complete,
have each group present their region and their promotional
tourism brochure to the class.

1.  Parque Natural Metropolitano, Panama City - Up
on a hill to the north of downtown Panama City, this
park protects vast expanses of tropical semideciduous
forest. It serves as an incredible wilderness escape from
the trappings of city life, and features two main walking
trails, the Nature Trail and the Titi Monkey Trail which
join to form one long loop.

2. Camino de Cruces National Park - This park was
created in 1992 in order to preserve the region around
the Panama Canal by forming an ecological corridor
between Soberanía National Park and Metropolitan
National Park. In addition to the park’s lush rain forest
and abundant wildlife, this park also offers visitors an impressive number of streams and waterfalls.

3. Chagres National Park - More than a natural wonder, this park also serves to preserve the main watershed of
the Panama Canal. The park’s rivers provide about 80 percent of the water needed for the canal’s operation, not
to mention the drinking water supply for Panama City. Within the park, there are several trails to hike, and visitors
also have the opportunity to tour an authentic Embera Indian settlement.

4. Portobelo National Park - Not only does this park protect the forested coastal mountains of the Caribbean, but
it also protects a precious piece of Panama’s history. This park houses Spanish Colonial ruins over five centuries

old. In addition to its archeological wonders, there are several river tours that allow you to explore its vast
maze of mangroves and the rarely seen wildlife of its lowland moist forests.

Queen Angelfish and coral, Panama. Credit: visitpanama.com
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Protecting Parks & Rainforests (cont.)

5. Naraganá Wilderness Area - Located near Carti, this national reserve is largely maintained by the
indigenous Kuna Indians. This mountainous area of virgin rain forest acts as a buffer zone between
the camarca and the rest of the country. With over 400 species of birds inhabiting these rain forests,
the region will delight any bird lover.

6. Santa Cruz de Cana - This beautiful remote region is an absolute must for hiking enthusiasts. The
forest has extensive trails that will lead explorers to a cloud forest and the remnants of an old mining
camp. Hikers will also have many opportunities to catch glimpses of rare birds like the harpy eagle,
the national bird of Panama.

7. Punta Patiño Nature Reserve - This 117-square mile nature reserve claims to house 10 percent
of the animal and bird species in Panama, including harpy eagles, pumas and ocelots. Located on
a peninsula in the Golfo de San Miguel, the reserve contains both tropical dry forest and rain forest.
This reserve is only accessible by boat or chartered plane.

8. Zane Grey Reef - This reef constitutes a natural wonder in its own right. Unlike most reefs in the region, the Zane
Grey reef is not made of coral. It is actually an underwater mountain made of solid rock. The rocky peaks trap
plankton and small marine life, which in turn attract a plethora of larger sea animals in the region to feed, including
sharks, dolphins and whales.

9. Altos de Campana Biological Reserve - This park was the first national park in the country. It houses four
distinct forest types, including a rare tropical pine forest. The forests are home to a diverse variety of wildlife,
including the rare and wonderful golden frog.

10. Sarigua National Park - Some may describe this protected area as a desert, but at closer glance this stark
landscape is the result of deforestation on a massive scale. This park is seen by some environmentalists as a
sobering reminder that some resources are not renewable.

11. El Montuoso Forest Reserve - Created in 1978, this reserve not only represents a natural wonder, but also a
bit of an archeological one. In addition to being able to see ancient hieroglyphs etched in rock, the site is also of
interest to medical science. Over 140 species of medicinal plants have been discovered here.

12. Refugio de Vida Silvestre Canegón del Mangle - This wildlife refuge is of particular interest to bird lovers. The
key feature of this refuge is a long boardwalk that loops through a tall, black mangrove forest. From June to
September is the best time to spot one of the herons who nest here. The marshlands are also home to crocodiles
and iguanas.

13. Refugio de Vida Silvestre Isle Iguana - This small, narrow island is a refuge not only to dozens of rare bird
species, but also to hundreds of species of exotic marine life, including a coral reef. Unfortunately, there are parts
of the island littered with garbage from Panama City, washed ashore by the ocean current.

14. Barú Volcano National Park - This park is dominated by its main attraction, Barú, which is an impressive
dormant volcano and the country’s highest peak. Visitors can enjoy beautiful views of both the Pacific Ocean and
the Caribbean Sea.

15. Golfo de Chiriqui National Marine Park - This marine reserve is known for its pristine shores and beautiful
coral formations. In addition to its abundance of marine life, the park is also home to several species of
                   terrestrial wildlife, and some of the most glorious beaches Panama has to offer.
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Included below are the answers to most of the puzzles and quizzes included throughout this Curriculum
Guide.

Answers to Quizzes & Puzzles

Two-Part Word Search
Page 32
1. Duleigaiya
2. Panama Canal
3. Molas
4. Golden frog
5. Volcan Baru
6. Republic of Panama
7. Rodrigo de Bastidas
8. Columbia
9. Torrijos-Carters
10. Ricardo Martinelli
11. Noriega
12. Himno Istemno
13. Chief Urraco
14. Ngobe Bugle
15. Lock
16. Caribbean Sea
17. Polleras
18. Harpy eagle
19. Chagres
20. Duran
21. Captain Henry Morgan
22. Moscoso
23. Roosevelt
24. Hummingbirds

Kuna Walk & Talk,
Page 22 & 23
Macharit - Man
Alei - Smile
Eiyei - Yes
Bipi - Small
Eduei - Closed
Dumat - Big
Kunei - Eat
Eimi - Today
Sigue - Have a seat
Omei - Woman
Anai - Friend
Suli - No
Takeimalo - Goodbye
Eiki - Open
Kaka - Mouth
Nuga - Name
Nono - Face
Panei - Tomorrow
Yala - Mountain

Panamanian
True or False,
Page 42

All of the “true or false”
questions on page 42 are
true except for number
11. The Van Halen song,
“Panama” was written by
David Lee Roth about a
car which he owned.

Ultimate Panamanian Quiz,
Page 16
1. Butterflies
2. Comarcas
3. Captain Henry Morgan
4. Her nose
5. Margay
6. Moscoso
7. Colombia
8. Volcán Barú
9. Sarigua
10. 1,500
11. Golden frog
12. University of Arkansas
13. Polleras
14. 36 cents
15. Ngöbe-Buglé
16. Gatun
17. Capybara
18. Coiba
19. Shrimp
20. Jimmy Carter
21. Roberto Francisco Chiari Remón
(11/20/49 - 11/24/49)
22. $130
23. More than 7,000
24. Bocas del Toro!
25. Golfo de los Mosquitos
26. Red, white & blue

Two-Part Word Search
Page 33

Crossword Puzzle, Page 61

Resources - A good selection of books and websites to assist
you and your students in the study and exploration of the
Republic of Panama, and to help with puzzles and assignments
like those in this page, can be found list on page 72 of this guide.
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Your study and exploration throughout the Republic of Panama continues past the pages of this
curriculum guide. Each year, Memphis in May produces many educational and cultural events and
contests to showcase its honored country. Through the year, Memphis in May offers contests, exhibits,
performances and other educational opportunities for teachers and students to learn all about Panama - and all
free of charge! Additional information about each, as well as updated details and deadlines, is available at
www.memphisinmay.org. All programs are subject to change or modification.

Best Panama Classroom Competition
Classroom Competition / Grades K - 12
Teachers, now you can win $1,000 for your school just for incorporating
the honored country of the Panama into your classroom. Involve the
students in your classroom or grade-level in classroom decorations and
activities with a theme based on this exciting country. Fill your classroom
(and your students’ minds) with images of rain forests, wildlife, indigenous
cultures and more. The competition is open to any public or private elementary,
middle, or high school in the Memphis metro area, including all of Shelby County. Teachers should submit a
completed entry form along with a minimum of five photographs that show the components incorporated into the
classroom design. The entry form should also include the teacher’s description of the program and the teaching
goals that the activities accomplish, as well as the students’ participation in the research and activity process.
Downloadable entry forms are available on the Memphis in May website at www.memphisinmay.org. Entries must
be received by Friday, Aprill 11, 2014 at 5:00 p.m. Entries must be submitted to the Memphis in May offices at
56 S. Front Street, Memphis, TN 38103.

Best Schoolwide Salute to Panama
Schoolwide Competition / Grades K - 12
Plan a fun and creative salute to Panama that extends beyond a single
classroom to involve the whole school! The Memphis in May
International Festival will present $1,000 to the elementary, middle, or
high school that presents the best school-wide salute to Memphis in May’s
honored country of Panama. The salute can be a play, an assembly program, an
outdoor festival, an evening program for parents ... the ideas are unlimited! The salute must be
educational in nature and must involve all students throughout the school as planners, participants or audience
members. The salute can be held during school hours, during an evening, or on a weekend. It’s also great for
parents and members of the community to be invited. Your school’s program can be planned by the school or by
the school’s Parent Teacher Organization, but it cannot be limited to just one classroom - it must be a school-wide
celebration! The competition is open to any public or private elementary, middle, junior or senior high school
located within the Memphis metro area, including all of Shelby County. The entry form should include a description
of student participation and the educational goals that the salute accomplishes. Downloadable entry forms are
available on the Memphis in May website at www.memphisinmay.org. Entries must be received by Friday, April
11,  2014 by 5:00 p.m. Entries must be submitted to the Memphis in May offices at 56 S. Front Street, Memphis,
TN  38103.

Panamanian Creative Writing Contest  Grades 4 - 12
The Memphis in May Creative Writing Competition promotes literary creativity and allows students to incorporate
what they have learned about the Memphis in May honored country of Panama through the written word. Creative
Writing Competition entries can include any type of literary work, fiction or non- fiction, including but not limited to
poems, essays, short stories, plays, narratives, scripts and biographies. First, second and third place winners
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will be chosen in three grade categories (Upper Elementary - 4th & 5th grades,  Middle - 6th - 8th
grades,  High - 9th - 12th grades). The competition is open to students attending any public, private

or home school within the Shelby County area. Each entry must be submitted with a completed
Creative Writing Competition entry form (typed or printed only). Downloadable entry forms are available on the
Memphis in May website at www.memphisinmay.org (subject to change, check website for any updates). Entries
must be received by Friday, March 7, 2014 at 5:00 p.m. Entries must be submitted to the Memphis in May
International Festival offices at 56 S. Front Street, Memphis, TN  38103.

Valero Memphis Refinery Children’s International Poster
Competition  Grades K - 6
The 2014 Valero Memphis Refinery Children’s International Poster Competition promotes the creative artistry of
students in grades K-6. Patterned after the Memphis in May Fine Art Poster Program, the student’s work must
depict some aspect of the honored country of Panama through the medium of drawing and coloring. One student
will become the Grand Prize winner, and their work depicting Panama, its beauty and its culture, will then be
printed and sold by Memphis in May as the 2014 Valero Memphis Refinery Children’s International Poster. Since
there will be a limited number of signed and numbered prints created, this lucky young artist’s poster has the
potential of becoming a unique collector’s item. The Grand Prize winner will sign and number 100 of the prints.
First, second and third prize winners will also be recognized in various grade divisions. All artwork must be
designed and executed by the student. Downloadable entry forms are available on the Memphis in May website at
www.memphisinmay.org. Entries must be received by Friday, March 7, 2014 at 5:00 p.m. Entries must be
submitted to the Memphis in May International Festival offices at 56 S. Front Street, Memphis, TN  38103.

Smucker’s PowerPoint Competition  Grades 9 - 12
The Smucker’s PowerPoint Presentation Competition promotes design creativity and allows students to incorporate
what they have learned about the honored country of Panama through overall presentation, graphic design, and
written word. Students have a chance to create unique presentations illustrating the honored country’s history,
geography, people, language, food, art, music and dance. This competition is a wonderful tool to get students
acquainted with PowerPoint, an important program in the business world. As an additional activity, teachers may
also opt to have students present in front of the class, giving them valuable practice in communication skills, all while
exposing them to international history and culture. This competition is open to all high school students attending
public, private, or home school within the Shelby County area. First, second, and third place prizes will be awarded.
Downloadable entry forms are available on the Memphis in May website at www.memphisinmay.org. Entries must
be received by Friday, March 7, 2014 at 5:00 p.m. All entries must be submitted to the Memphis in May offices
at 56 S. Front Street, Memphis, TN 38103.

International Teacher Competition
Now teachers have the chance to win alongside their students! Whether you always celebrate the honored country
with Memphis in May, or are considering incorporating Memphis in May into your classroom for the first time, this
competition is for you. Memphis in May will recognize the teachers with the most outstanding “global classrooms,”
teachers who utilize international programming to supplement their curriculum and introduce a foreign culture to
their students. Two Runners Up will receive $100 each, and one Grand Prize Winner will receive $300 and the
honor of being the 2013 Memphis in May International Teacher. For entry forms and additional information, see
the Memphis in May website at www.memphisinmay.org or call (901) 525-4611. Entries must be received by
Friday, April 11, 2014 at 5:00 p.m.; all entries must be submitted to the Memphis in May offices at 56 Front

Street, Memphis, TN  38103.
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World Cargo Crates
Link Panama to your classroom like the canal links the oceans! Each year, Memphis in May receives
an international shipment from its honored country. The festival loads the goods into four different
“World Cargo Crates” designed to be transported to Memphis area schools. “World Cargo Crates” are loaded
with educational items, cultural items, historical items, games, musical instruments, costumes, handicrafts, and
more, as well as a description of each item and its significance to Panamanian culture. Your school can reserve a
crate free of charge for a one-week period so that classrooms throughout your school will have the chance to
explore the crate. The Memphis in May “World Cargo Crates” are available for reservation for dates between
January and May, 2014. To reserve a crate for your school, call Memphis in May at 525-4611 or email
education@memphisinmay.org. One week per school, please. The crate will be delivered to your school before
12 noon Monday morning, and picked up the following Monday by 10:00 a.m., courtesy of Blue Sky Couriers.
World Cargo Crate is sponsored by Blue Cross Blue Shield of Tennessee.

Blue Cross Blue Shield World Cargo Crate Photo Contest
The World Cargo Crate Photo Contest encourages teachers to use their cameras to capture special moments in
their classrooms. The photographic entries portray special “learning moments” between the students, their teachers,
and the unique items from the honored country. As most of these items are foreign to the students, their reactions of
interest, surprise, and curiosity are clearly visible in the photos. The winning teacher receives a Memphis in May
prize package for their classroom and the privilege of being the first to reserve the World Cargo Crate for the
upcoming school year. The winning teachers and students also get to see their pictures displayed on the Memphis
in May website as “the face” of the World Cargo Crate for the next year. Up to five photos may be submitted per
entry, along with the teacher’s name and title, school name, school address, school phone number, and teacher’s
email address. Entries must be received by Friday, May 9, 2014 at 5:00 p.m. Entries must be digital and may be
submitted by email or on a CD to 56 S. Front Street, Memphis, TN 38103. For more information, see Memphis
in May’s website at www.memphisinmay.org or contact education@memphisinmay.org with any questions.

Exhibitions & Field Trip Opportunities
Each year, the Memphis in May International Festival plans cultural exhibitions and performances involving
art, artifacts, speakers and performers from the honored country. In 2014, teachers and students can expect many
opportunities to explore the rich culture and history of Panama. Many exhibits and performances offer great
opportunities for classroom field trips. As the festival approaches, regularly visit the Memphis in May International
Festival’s website at www.memphisinmay.org for updates on exhibitions, field trip opportunities and additional
educational materials. You may also email education@memphisinmay.org and request that you be placed on an
education email list to be notified of any opportunities throughout the year.

International Teachers’ Conference
Mark February 22, 2014 on your calendar! “Memphis in May International Teachers’ Conference - Bringing
International Culture to Every Classroom” provides teachers with information on how to utilize international
studies to enhance their curriculum. Teachers will gain hands-on knowledge needed to teach students about
the culture and history of the honored country of Panama.

Need a Curriculum Guide of Your Own?
We teach students to share, but for your own copy of this Curriculum Guide, part of the festival’s International
Education Program, visit the Memphis in May website at www.memphisinmay.org. This entire Curriculum Guide
about the honored country of Panama is available on-line in a downloadable PDF format, so you can print your
own Curriculum Guide copy for free!

Applications, additional details, deadline information, program changes, and frequent educational
opportunity updates are available online at www.memphisinmay.org.
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Below are many useful books and websites which can help teachers and students locate additional
information for many of the educational assignments throughout this Curriculum Guide. These

resources will also help them explore many more fascinating aspects of the interesting and beautiful
country of Panama. Teachers may also want to utilize the Internet to reach out to schools and educational facilities
within the Republic of Panama to establish communication between their classroom and a similar classroom in that
country. The student exchange results could be outstanding!

Books
The Rough Guide to Panama  by Sara Humphreys
National Geographic Traveler: Panama  by Christopher P. Baker
Panama  by William Friar
The Path Between the Seas: The Creation of the Panama Canal, 1870 - 1914  by David McCullough
Panama Fever: The Epic Story of the Building of the Panama Canal  by Matthew Parker
Panama  by Kevin Buckley
The Panama Canal: The Story of How a Jungle Was Conquered and a World Made Smaller
by Elizabeth Mann
Conejito: A Folktale From Panama  by Margaret Read MacDonald and Geraldo Valerio
Canal Zone Daughter: An American Childhood in Panama by Judy Haisten
Taste of Panama: Recipes From My Family to Yours by Anelia Sutton

Websites
Embassy of the Republic of Panama, Washington DC - www.embassyofpanama.org
Official Website of the Republic of Panama - www.visitpanama.com
Panama Canal - www.pancanal.com;  http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/americanexperience/features/timeline/panama/
Panama Canal History Museum - www.canalmuseum.com
General Information - www.thepanamablog.com  - Collection of articles & information about and from Panama
CIA World Factbook - https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-world-factbook/geos/pm.html
Famous Panamanians - http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_Panamanians
Kuna Dictionary - http://paigepenland.com/wp-content/uploads/kuna-dictionary.pdf

Questions?
Every year, Memphis in May receives important questions from teachers about the honored country.  This
year, teachers may be interested in Panamanian pronunciations or
how to tell a coatimundi from a capybara! Each year, Memphis in
May strives to identify local citizens who are native to the festival’s
honored country. These citizens are often available to answer teachers’
questions, and sometimes are available for classroom visits. Memphis
in May also organizes a speakers bureau that offers slide show
presentations to schools and civic organizations. Requests can be

made by calling 525-4611 or by emailing Memphis in May at
mim@memphisinmay.org.

Join the Memphis in May
Education Email List!

Receive Information and applications
as soon as they’re available. Email
education@memphisinmay.org to
join the list!

Websites, Reading & Resources
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